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1. CELL SIGNALLING 
 
1.1 Cell communication  
  
 Environmental sensing is an essential attribute of all living organisms. 
Unicellular organisms constantly monitor the environment to find food or avoid stress 
and predation, and more occasionally to find mates. The component cells of 
multicellular organisms additionally monitor each other to maintain an appropriate 
balance of metabolic activities, cell proliferation, muscle contraction and organ 
function in the adult stage, and to coordinate cell differentiation and cell division 
during embryogenesis. In all circumstances, cells depend on complex mechanisms 
for regulated production and sensing of a wide range of stimuli. 
 
1.2 Intercellular signalling 
  
 Cells can sense and respond to physical signals (e.g. light, temperature, touch) 
or chemical signals (e.g. nutrients, hormones and neurotransmitters). Chemical 
signalling is most commonly used for intercellular communication (Stoka 1999). In 
vertebrates, signalling by secreted molecules can be divided into three types, based 
on the distance over which they act. Some cells respond to signalling molecules that 
they themselves produce (autocrine signalling), whilst other cells respond to signals 
that are produced locally by neighbouring cells (paracrine signalling), or are released 
by glands in the blood stream (endocrine signalling).  
 Structurally, signalling molecules can range from gasses to proteins. Gasses 
may cross membranes and affect neighbouring cells directly. Hydrophobic molecules, 
such as steroids, can enter cells by diffusing across the plasma membrane and bind 
to intracellular receptors which are localized in the cytoplasm or nucleus of the cell. In 
contrast, hydrophilic molecules such as neurotransmitters, peptide hormones, 
neuropeptides and growth factors bind to cell surface receptors, as they are unable to 
cross the plasma membrane.  
 
1.3 Detection of signals 
  
 Hydrophilic molecules are the most common means of intercellular 
communication and they are detected by a broad variety of structurally and 
functionally distinct receptors that are located on the plasma membranes of cells.  
 Cell surface receptors can be subdivided into several classes: I. Ligand-gated 
ion-channels. These receptors are protein pores in the plasma membrane that open 
and close in response to the binding of a signal molecule to the intrinsic ligand-
binding domain. They directly control the permeability of the plasma membrane to 
ions. II. Receptors with intrinsic enzyme activity. Here binding of the signal molecule 





serine/threonine protein kinase, or a nucleotidyl cyclase that produces the 
intracellular messengers cAMP or cGMP. III. Receptors that are coupled to 
intracellular proteins, such as the heterotrimeric G-proteins or JAK tyrosine kinases 
that further process the response.  
  The G-protein coupled receptors or GPCRs are the largest and most versatile 
family of cell surface receptors. They are structurally similar with seven 
transmembrane α-helices and send signals to intracellular targets by activation of a 
diverse family of heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-proteins) 
(Strader, Fong et al. 1995). Activation of the G-proteins is achieved by the binding of 
a signal molecule to the GPCR, which then alters the conformation of the G-protein α 
subunit to promote release of GDP and binding of GTP (Bourne 1997). Subsequently, 
the G-protein dissociates into its α and βγ subunits, which can independently activate 
intracellular effectors, such as an enzyme or an ion channel.  Hydrolysis of GTP to 
GDP by the intrinsic GTP-ase activity of the α subunit terminates the response. 
 Activated effector enzymes next produce intracellular molecules, called second 
messengers, which in turn regulate the activity of other proteins. As a result of this 
reaction cascade, the original message is greatly amplified and the response time is 
greatly reduced. This model whereby second messengers are used to relay the 
action of extracellular stimuli, generally hormones, was first recognized by Sutherland 
and Rall in 1960 (Haynes, Sutherland et al. 1960; Sutherland and Rall 1960). The 
first second messenger identified was adenosine 3’-5’-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) 
(Robison, Butcher et al. 1968). Since then many others have been identified such as 
guanosine’-5’-cyclic monophosphate (cGMP), calcium (Ca2+), inositol trisphosphate 
(IP3), diacylglycerol (DAG) and arachidonic acid.  
 
2. CYCLIC AMP SIGNALLING 
 
2.1 Discovery of cAMP 
  
 The discovery of cAMP, now more than 50 years ago, provided the paradigm 
for the second messenger concept (Sutherland and Rall 1958). Sutherland and Rall 
were interested in how the adrenal gland hormone epinephrine regulates the 
formation of glucose in liver and muscle cells (glycolysis). Using a cell-free system 
where epinephrine could control glycolysis, they isolated a small heat-stable molecule 
that was able to activate glycogen phosphorylase (Rall, Sutherland et al. 1957). 
Around the same time scientists interested in adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP), isolated 
cAMP after boiling ATP with barium hydroxide, which proved to be identical to the 










2.2 Function of cAMP  
  
 The molecule cAMP is conserved throughout the tree of life although its 
existence in higher plants remains controversial. However, functions of cAMP and the 
key components that are required for its synthesis, detection and degradation can 
vary greatly amongst the diverse organisms. In prokaryotes, the functions for cAMP 
include regulation of gene expression in enterobacteria, regulation of virulence in 
Bordetella pertussis (pertussis) and Bacillus anthracis (anthrax), phagocytosis, and 
pH regulation, motility and respiration in cyanobacteria (Ullmann and Monod 1968; 
Pastan and Perlman 1970; Kasahara and Ohmori 1999). 
  In the lower eukaryotes, such as yeast, cAMP is involved in stress resistance, 
positive control of cell cycle, sporulation and negative regulation of meiosis and 
metabolism (Smith, Dickinson et al. 1990; Singh, Sharma et al. 2007). In pathogenic 
protists, cAMP is crucial for growth and differentiation, for example differentiation of 
bloodstream forms in Trypanosoma and for sexual stage development 
(gametogenesis) in Plasmodium (Seebeck, Schaub et al. 2004). In the higher 
eukaryotes, cAMP long-term effects are mostly through the action of cAMP-
dependent protein kinase A (PKA) leading to gene expression, neurological 
processes, such as learning and memory, and a myriad of metabolic processes, 
including regulation of the digestive and reproductive system, glycogenolysis and 
lipogenesis, muscle contraction, cell growth or cancer, and apoptosis (Dudai 1997; 
Montminy 1997; Daniel, Walker et al. 1998). In addition, cAMP can be effective 
through cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) ion channel, in for example olfactory and taste 
neurons, or via cAMP-regulated guanine nucleotide exchange factors (cAMP-GEFs), 
which are also called exchange proteins directly activated by cAMP (cAMP-Epacs) 













2.3 cAMP synthesis 
  
 Given the importance of cAMP in hormone action, it is not surprising that the 
enzymes that regulate intracellular cAMP levels have been intensively studied. 
Sutherland demonstrated in 1960 that cAMP was produced from ATP by the enzyme 
adenylyl cyclase (Sutherland and Rall 1960). However it took almost 20 years before 
the first adenylyl cyclase (AC) genes were cloned and characterized. It is clear at 
present that there are six classes of ACs, of which five are only present in 
prokaryotes (Danchin 1993). The six classes do not show any significant protein 
sequence similarity with each other and have very different structures. The class III 
(universal) cyclases are found in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Tang, Yan et al. 
1998; Shenoy, Srinivasan et al. 2002).  
 The first Class I adenylyl cyclase gene was cloned and sequenced from the 
enterobacterium, E. coli (Aiba, Kuwamukai et al. 1983). In E. coli, glucose depletion 
leads to synthesis of cAMP, which binds to and activates the catabolite gene activator 
protein (CAP) that subsequently triggers expression of the lactose (lac) operon 
(Kawamukai, Kishimoto et al. 1985). The class I ACs are highly conserved in the 
enterobacteria and related species. The glucose-sensitive regulatory domain is 
located at the carboxyl-terminus and the catalytic domain is located at the amino-
terminus (Mock, Crasnier et al. 1991). 
 In 1988, the first class II ACs were identified from the pathogenic bacteria 
Bordetella pertussis (whooping cough) and Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) (Glaser, 
Danchin et al. 1988; Mock, Labruyere et al. 1988). Both cyclases showed no 
sequence homology with the class I cyclases and were shown to be activated by 
calmodulin, a calcium-binding protein that is only expressed in eukaryotes. Once 
activated, these adenylyl cyclases become highly active, raising intracellular cyclic 
AMP (cAMP) to toxic levels that will alter the functions of their host cells. Recently 
novel toxic cyclases have been cloned from Yersinia pestis (plague), Yersinia 
Pseudotuberculosis (gastrointestinal syndromes) and Vibrio Cholerae (massive 
diarrhoea) that are activated via an alternative host cell factor than calmodulin 
(Moriarty and Turnberg 1986).  
 When the first eukaryote class III AC was finally cloned from Saccharomyces 
cerevisae, it proved to be strikingly different from the other two classes, both with 
respect to protein sequence and domain organization. The yeast catalytic domain is 
located at the C-terminus whereas it can be found at the N-terminus in E. coli 
(Kataoka, Broek et al. 1985). At the same time, Garbers et al. recognized that 
guanylyl cyclases (GCs), which synthesize another second messenger, cGMP, from 
GTP, are derived from the same ancestor as the yeast AC. Subsequently many other 
genes encoding ACs or GCs, belonging to the ‘universal’ class III, were isolated and 
sequenced from both eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Shenoy, Srinivasan et al. 2002; 







 The first mammalian AC was cloned in 1989 from bovine brain and 9 more 
gene families have been identified since, amongst which a soluble cytoplasmic 
enzyme (sAC) (Sunahara, Dessauer et al. 1996; Chen, Cann et al. 2000). The 
majority of mammalian AC isoforms are membrane proteins characterized by two 
bundles of six transmembrane helices each, which separate the two-tandem class III 
cyclase domains (C1 and C2) that make up the catalytic site of the enzyme. The C1 
and C2 sub-domains each have specific residues that are critical for enzyme activity.  
These residues are required for both metal co-factor binding (C1) and nucleotide 
binding (C2). Since the substrate ATP binds at the interface of the asymmetric C1 
and C2 domains the formation of an intramolecular C1-C2 heterodimer is essential 
for enzyme activity (Tang and Hurley 1998; Kamenetsky, Middelhaufe et al. 2006; 
Sinha and Sprang 2006). In contrast, many ACs from lower organisms only have a 
single cyclase domain, which form homodimers with a second AC molecule. These 
proteins also show a large variety in domain architectures (Sanchez, Zeoli et al. 
1995; Taylor, Muhia et al. 1999; Baker and Kelly 2004; Shenoy and Visweswariah 
2006). The class III cyclases are subdivided in 4 subclasses (a-d) according to the 
conserved amino-acid motifs within their cyclase domains (Linder and Schultz 2003). 
Moreover, the mammalian class IIIa enzymes are further subdivided 5 types based 
on their additional regulatory domains (Iyengar 1993). 
 More recently, three new cyclase classes (class IV-VI) were identified that each 
consists of only one or a few prokaryotic enzymes (Cotta, Whitehead et al. 1998; 
Sismeiro, Trotot et al. 1998; Tellez-Sosa, Soberon et al. 2002). 
 
2.4 cAMP degradation 
  
 Hormone-induced responses are usually transient and it is therefore of great 
importance to control the intensity and duration of the cAMP signal. Inactivation of the 
signal is performed by the cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE) enzymes, 
which hydrolyse cAMP to 5’AMP. Cyclic nucleotide PDE activity was first described in 
1962 (Butcher and Sutherland 1962).  
 Three classes of PDEs with structurally distinct catalytic domains have been 
identified. The class I PDEs are found in almost all eukaryotes and have high-affinity 
for cAMP (Beavo 1995). Class II low-affinity PDEs are found in some prokaryotes and 
in unicellular eukaryotes such as yeast and social amoebae (Nikawa, Sass et al. 
1987; Bader, Kortholt et al. 2007). The completely unrelated class III high-affinity 
PDEs are confined to prokaryotes (Richter 2002).  
 At present, based on sequence homology, substrate specificity, modes of 
regulation and pharmacological properties, mammalian class I PDEs can be further 
subdivided into 11 families (PDE1-PDE11). Each family contains several members, 
resulting in a total of 21 different PDE genes. Most of these genes display a complex 
structure with multiple promoters, which together with alternate mRNA splicing, direct 





reported) in a tissue- and differentiation-specific manner (Conti and Beavo 2007). 
 PDE type I enzymes share a common structure with a conserved catalytic 
domain flanked by two regulatory domains at the N-terminus and the C-terminus. The 
substrate specificity of the PDE families includes cAMP-specific (PDE4, 7 and 8), 
cGMP-specific (PDE5, 6 and 9) and dual-specific PDEs (PDE1, 2, 3, 10 and 11). 
 Within families the regulatory domains show moderate homology and thus give 
each of the isoforms their unique regulation and function (Mehats, Andersen et al. 
2002). The N-terminus includes sites for nucleotide binding, calmodulin binding, 
phosphorylation or intracellular targeting.  Modifications at the N-terminus caused by 
ligand binding, dimerization and/or phosphorylation via kinases, result in 
conformation changes of the catalytic domain. Changes in conformation lead to 
changes in affinity to substrate, kinetics and interaction with inhibitors. Several 
properties of the C-terminal domains have been described and are thought to have a 
role in kinase docking and dimerization (Conti and Beavo 2007; Salter and Wierzbicki 
2007). 
 
2.5 cAMP detection and compartmentalization 
  
 For many years, all effects of cAMP were considered to be mediated by cAMP-
dependent protein kinase A (PKA). (See §1.2.2) However, it is now clear that cells 
have more than one detection system, including cyclic nucleotide gated (CNG) 
channels and cAMP-specific guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which are 
also known as exchange proteins directly activated by cAMP (Epacs) (Tasken and 
Aandahl 2004). Interestingly, the cAMP-binding domains of these proteins are highly 
homologous to the cyclic nucleotide binding (CNB) domains of PKA-R subunit and 
that of the CAP (also called cAMP receptor protein or CRP), a soluble E. coli 
transcription factor. Another cyclic nucleotide binding domain, the GAF domain (found 
in cGMP phosphodiesterases, Adenylate cyclases, and Formate hydrogen lyase 
transcription factor (FhlA)), which is present in some PDEs, shows no structural or 
sequence homology to the CNB domain. Proteins containing GAF domains appear to 
function as dimerization or regulatory domains that bind cyclic nucleotides or other 
small molecules. The GAF domain of mammalian PDE10 has been shown to bind 
cAMP (Zoraghi, Corbin et al. 2004). 
 CNG channels were first discovered in the retinal photoreceptors and olfactory 
sensory neurons but they are also found in chemosensory cells and a variety of 
tissues, including kidney, heart and brain (Kaupp and Seifert 2002). In the 
photoreceptors and olfactory neurons, CNG channels are targets in vision and smell 
detection. These channels are directly activated by binding of cGMP or cAMP, which 
are respectively produced in response to light or odor. Binding to a CNB site on the 
channel protein opens the channel and allows passage of cations, primarily sodium 







 Epac proteins contain either one (Epac1) or two (Epac2) cAMP binding 
domains at the N-terminal regulatory region and a GEF domain at the C-terminal 
catalytic region (Bos 2003; Bos 2006). In the inactive state, the regulatory region 
blocks the catalytic site. Direct binding of cAMP to Epac causes a conformational 
change, hereby exposing the GEF-domain. The GEF domain facilitates activation of 
Rap1, a small guanosine exchange protein, involved in a variety of processes, such 
as phagocytosis, cell adhesion, cell-cell contacts and exocytosis (de Rooij, Zwartkruis 
et al. 1998; Kawasaki, Springett et al. 1998; Bos, de Bruyn et al. 2003).  
 Despite the presence of these alternative targets, the majority of the effects of 
cAMP in eukaryotic cells are mediated by cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA). In 
vertebrates, the inactive form of PKA is a tetramer consisting of two regulatory (R) 
subunits and two catalytic (C) subunits. The activity of two distinct C subunits (Cα 
and Cβ) is regulated by four different R-subunit isoforms (RIα, RIβ, RIIα and RIIβ) 
and for both alternative splice variants have been reported. The R-subunits consist of 
a conserved organisation of sub-domains with a dimerization/docking domain at the 
N-terminus, and two-tandem cAMP binding domains (A- and B-site) at the C-
terminus. Binding of 4 molecules of cAMP, two to each R-subunit of PKA, triggers a 
conformational changes, which causes the R-subunits to dissociate from the C-
subunits. Only the free C-subunits are enzymatically active and are then able to 
phosphorylate a large variety of targets including transcription factors. Changes in 
gene expression and cell metabolism are the outcome (Francis and Corbin 1994; 
Chin, Yang et al. 2002; Skalhegg and Tasken 2000).  
 
2.6 cAMP compartmentalization 
  
 Within the same cell, several distinct hormones can elicit specific cAMP-
mediated responses, which raises the question how freely diffusible molecules like 
cAMP can have specific effects. This problem has only recently been solved by the 
realization that cAMP signalling in mammalian cells is highly compartmentalised 
(Baillie, Scott et al. 2005). Specificity of cAMP signalling is achieved through the 
generation of local pools of high cAMP (microdomains) and activation of PKA at 
distinct subcellular locations. Intracellular microdomains are controlled by the rate of 
cAMP production by ACs and its degradation by the PDEs. However, it is 
predominantly localized PDE activity that is responsible for creating intracellular 
gradients of cAMP.  By rapidly degrading cAMP from selected compartments, PDE 
limits cAMP diffusion so that the cAMP signal can be distributed among their effectors 
at distinct locations (Houslay and Milligan 1997; Cooper 2003; Tasken and Aandahl  
2004; Karpen and Rich 2005; Jarnaess and Tasken 2007). 
 Given the large diversity of PKA targets within the cell, a precisely regulated 
and restricted activity of PKA is essential for specificity of response. Intracellular 
targeting and compartmentalisation of PKA, is mediated by A-kinase anchoring 





Carlisle Michel and Scott 2002; Wong and Scott 2004; Beene and Scott 2007; 
Jarnaess and Tasken 2007). Through these anchoring proteins, PKA is available at 
distinct locations where it can respond rapidly to microdomains of cAMP and in close 
vicinity to targets. Accordingly, each substrate has its own anchored pool of PKA and 
its anchored pool of cAMP. Over the past decade over 50 anchoring proteins have 






Figure 2: cAMP microdomain 
 
 In addition to anchoring of the R-subunit of PKA, some AKAPs are able to form 
multiprotein complexes. These multiprotein complexes contain signal-termination 
enzymes, such as PDEs and signal transduction enzymes, such as kinases. For 
example, the mAKAP complex in the heart brings together three cAMP effectors, 
PKA, the long PDE4 isoform (PDE4D3) and Epac1 (Dodge, Khouangsathiene et al. 
2001). Each of these enzymes, are activated at different concentrations of cAMP and 
they communicate with each other. As cAMP increases, PDE4D3 is activated by 
PKA-mediated phosphorylation. Activated PDE decreases concentration of cAMP 
and allows reorganization of the inactive PKA holoenzyme. In addition, as cAMP 
levels drop, the Epac1 mediated inhibition of ERK5 pathway is blocked, and ERK will 
phosphorylate PDE43D hereby causing a decrease of PDE activity which allows 
accumulation of cAMP (Dodge, Khouangsathiene et al. 2001; McConnachie, 
Langeberg et al. 2006). Thus adding PDEs into anchoring complexes not only 
spatially restricts PKA activity but also makes sure that PKA activity is rapidly 
reduced by the local degradation of cAMP by PDE (Houslay and Baillie 2005; Conti 







3. DICTYOSTELIUM DISCOIDEUM 
 
3.1 About the organism 
  
 Dictyostelium discoideum is a member of the social amoebas or Dictyostelia, 
which belong to the supergroup of amoebozoans, the closest sister group to the 
opisthokonts, which also include the animals and fungi (Baldauf 2003).  
 D. discoideum was first isolated in the 1930s by Raper from decaying leaves in 
the mountains of Northern Carolina (Raper 1935).  Soon after he described how this 
on first sight simple unicellular eukaryote undergoes a transformation into a 
multicellular structure, which is remarkably similar to coordinated cell and tissue 
movement seen during metazoan morphogenesis (Raper 1940). 
 Next, Bonner demonstrated that cells in the aggregation centres produce a 
chemical   termed acrasin, which functions as chemoattractant for the population 
(Bonner 1947). Later, this acrasin was recognized to be cAMP (Konijn, Van De 
Meene et al. 1967).  
 These early discoveries soon established D. discoideum as an attractive model 
for studies on cell motility, chemotaxis and cell signalling. More recently, it has been 
shown to be an equally useful system for studies of apoptosis, mechanisms of action 
of drugs and evolution (Kessin 2001; Bonner 2003; Adley, Keim et al. 2006; Kosta, 
Laporte et al. 2006; Urushihara 2008).  
 For this a wide range of cell biological, molecular genetic and biochemical 
techniques is available. The 34 Mb genome of Dictyostelium discoideum has been 
sequenced and is readily accessible at Dictybase, the online resource centre about 
Dictyostelium (Eichinger, Pachebat et al. 2005; Fey, Gaudet et al. 2006). 
 
3.2 The D. discoideum life cycle 
  
 In their natural habitat, the soil, single amoebae feed by phagocytosis of 
bacteria. These bacteria secrete compounds such as folic acid, which serve as 
attractants that trigger chemotaxis in the Dictyostelium amoebas (Pan, Hall et al. 
1972). The amoebas engulf the bacteria, grow and multiply by mitosis, as long as 
bacteria are available. Starvation stress initiates a transition to multicellular 
development that ultimately produces a dormant spore stage.   
 Upon food depletion, some amoebas in the population start to secrete cAMP 
pulses, which attract surrounding cells. Aggregates are formed which transform into 
slug-shaped cell masses and finally into fruiting bodies. The cells differentiate into 
two cell types: stalk cells, which are fated to die and spores, which remain viable for 
very long times. When food is once more available, the spores germinate and the 











Figure 3: Life cycle of D. discoideum 
 
3.3 Signalling during development 
 
 During the entire course of development secreted signal molecules play a vital 
role. Growing cells are able to sense availability of food in relation to cell density by a 
process called quorum sensing. Cell density is monitored measuring the threshold 
values of two secreted peptide factors, pre-starvation factor (PSF) and condition 
medium factor (CMF). Vegetative cells continuously secrete PSF, and when food 
supply has run down PSF production decreases and CMF increases. In succession, 
they initiate expression of early genes and genes required for aggregation and hence 
trigger the onset of the developmental stage (Mehdy and Firtel 1985; Gomer, Yuen et 
al. 1991; Rathi and Clarke 1992; Clarke and Gomer 1995). Amongst the early 
aggregative genes are cAMP receptors (cARs) and adenylyl cyclase A (ACA) that 
allow the cells to detect, produce and secrete cAMP.  
 Some starving cells begin to release cAMP pulses at about 6 min intervals. 
Neighbouring cells respond by moving chemotactically towards the cAMP source and 
by releasing a cAMP pulse themselves.  This process is called cAMP relay (Parent 






population and the cells stream towards the original source of the pulses to form an 
aggregate (Goldbeter 2006). The aggregate can contain up to a million cells and its 
centre continues to emit cAMP pulses. As a consequence this region is pushed 
upwards by the movement of cells underneath forming first a distinctive tip and later a 
finger-shaped "slug".  The slug topples over by gravity, allowing it to migrate towards 
light and warmth, which leads it to the top layer of the soil (Fisher 1997). Once 
favourable conditions are found, the slug will culminate into a fruiting body.  
 After completion of aggregation, cAMP can reach micromolar concentrations, 
which induce expression of postaggregative genes and prespore genes. Moreover, 
micromolar cAMP induces synthesis of differentiation inducing factor (DIF), a 
chlorinated hexaphenone that induces expression of the prestalk genes and stalk cell 
differentiation, and also inhibits prespore differentiation (Morris, Taylor et al. 1987; 
Kay 1997). Prespore cells and prestalk cells at first differentiate intermixed in a 3:1 
ratio, but sort out while the slug is being formed. Prespore cells will sort out to the 
posterior region of the slug while the prestalk cells will sort to the anterior tip. This 
occurs because the prestalk cells are more chemotactically responsive towards the 
cAMP pulses emitted by the tip (Nicol, Rappel et al. 1999).  
 High concentrations of ammonia, present in the tip of the slug, inhibit the 
prestalk to stalk transition. This inhibition is removed when the slug tip moves 
upwards at early culmination and ammonia is lost by gaseous diffusion (Feit, 
Medynski et al. 2001). The prestalk cells first form a cellulose tube, crawl into the 
tube and differentiate into stalk cells. The prespore cells climb up the stalk and 
differentiate into immobile spores (Dormann, Siegert et al. 1996; Maree and 
Hogeweg 2001).  
 The timing of spore differentiation is under tight control, since it should only 
occur once morphogenesis is complete. Spore cell formation is induced by two spore 
differentiation factors, SDF1 and SDF, which are produced and secreted by the newly 
formed stalk cells. SDF2 and discadenine, a plant cytokinin derivative, jointly 
stimulate encapsulation of the prespore cells into dormant cells (Anjard, Chang et al. 
1998). However, they do this through separate signalling pathways.  
 The spores are kept dormant by high osmolarity and discadenine until the right 
environmental conditions are met. Germination activated by exposure to food results 
in the spread of unicellular amoebae. 
 
4. CYCLIC AMP SIGNALLING IN DICTYOSTELIUM 
 
4.1 Function of cAMP 
  
 Cyclic AMP in eukaryotes and prokaryotes is generally used as a second 
messenger acting on downstream effectors such as PKA. Yet, as already revealed in 
the previous paragraph, in D. discoideum cAMP has multiple roles. It acts 





prespore genes. In addition, it also functions intracellularly, acting on PKA, controlling 
almost all major developmental transitions, including initiation of development, spore 
and stalk maturation and spore germination (Saran, Meima et al. 2002).  Interestingly, 
environmental cues, such as quorum sensing, ammonia and SDF levels, high 
osmolarity and discadenine all control intracellular cAMP levels. (See §1.4.4.2) 
 It is therefore not surprising that many of the key proteins essential for cAMP 
signalling in other organisms are also present in D. discoideum. The role of the 
proteins used to detect, synthesise and degrade cAMP in development and 
functioning are discussed in turn. 
 
4.2 cAMP detection 
 
4.2.1 Detection of intracellular cAMP 
   
 In Dictyostelium, intracellular cAMP is detected by a single PKA regulatory 
subunit (PKA-R), which interacts with a single PKA catalytic subunit (PKA-C). PKA-C 
null mutants cannot aggregate, while disruption of PKA activity, by overexpression of 
dominant-negative regulatory subunits under stage- and cell-type specific promoter 
inhibits initiation of development and differentiation of spores and stalk cells (Mann 
and Firtel 1991; Harwood, Hopper et al. 1992; Schulkes and Schaap 1995). On the 
other hand, deletion mutants of PKA-R or mutants that constitutively express PKA-C 
show accelerated postaggregative development and precocious spore and stalk cell 
differentiation (Anjard, Pinaud et al. 1992; Mann, Yonemoto et al. 1992). 
 Thus, PKA activation is needed for initiation of development, control of 
developmental timing, differentiation of prespore cells, the maturation of stalk cells 
(Harwood, Hopper et al. 1992; Loomis 1998). In addition, PKA activity is required for 
maintenance of spore dormancy. 
 
4.2.2 Detection of extracellular cAMP 
  
 Extracellular cAMP is detected by classical G-protein coupled seven 
transmembrane receptors. Four cAMP receptor (cAR1-4) genes have been identified 
that differ in ligand affinity and spatio-temporal expression (Saxe III, Johnson et al. 
1991; Johnson, Van Haastert et al. 1992).  
 cAR1 is expressed during early aggregation whereas cAR3 is maximal during 
the mound stage. These are followed by cAR2 and cAR4, which are expressed 
exclusively in the prestalk cells in the slug and culmination stages. cAR1 was 
identified first and disruption of its gene blocks aggregation and subsequent 
development (Klein, Sun et al. 1988). Deletion of cAR3 had no obvious effect. 
However, when both cAR1 and cAR3 are deleted, all responses to extracellular 
cAMP are lost, suggesting that cAR1 and cAR3 have overlapping roles (Insall, Soede 






in cAR1-/cAR3- cells rescues many of the functions of cAR1, suggesting that each 
receptor can couple to the same signalling pathway (Kim, Borleis et al. 1998). The 
other two receptors cAR2 and cAR4 are required for normal tip formation and pattern 
formation (Saxe III, Ginsburg et al. 1993; Kim, Harwood et al. 2002).  
 Ligand binding to cAR1 leads to activation of the associated heterotrimeric G-
proteins. Dictyostelium has eleven G-protein α subunits, which are all expressed at 
different stages of development (Brzostowski and Kimmel 2001). Only Gα2 couples 
to cAR1 as deletion of Gα2 subunit leads to defects in many cAR1-mediated 
responses including chemotaxis to cAMP and in vivo adenylyl cyclase activity.  
 Binding of cAMP to cAR1 mediates the releases of Gα2 and the Gβγ subunit. A 
single β and γ have been cloned in Dictyostelium (Lilly, Wu et al. 1993; Zhang, Long 
et al. 2001). Null mutants in the Gβ-subunit loose all responses to cAMP and to other 
chemoattractants, such as folic acid. In addition, in the Gβ null mutant GTPγS is 
unable to activate adenylate cyclase A, while it can do so in Gα2- mutants. This 
indicates that the Gβγ subunit is required for activation of adenylyl cyclase (Wu, 
Valkema et al. 1995). The interaction between Gα2 and βγ in response to cAMP 
receptor mediated activation has been stylishly shown by a fluorescence resonant 
energy transfer study (FRET) (Janetopoulos, Jin et al. 2001). 
 
4.3 cAMP production 
  
 The D. discoideum genome encodes for three adenylyl cyclases, ACA, ACG 
and ACB. Their catalytic domains are related, but they differ considerably in their 
membrane topology, and show distinctive expression patterns, regulation and 
function (Kriebel and Parent 2004). 
 The acgA gene and the acaA gene were identified by PCR through their 
homology with the catalytic domain of mammalian adenylyl cyclases (Pitt, Milona et 
al. 1992). The ACB gene, acrA, was obtained later in a morphological mutant screen; 
although earlier its activity was established by biochemical assays (Kim, Chang et al. 
1998; Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999). ACA is expressed highest during aggregation, 
followed by ACB, with maximal expression at culmination and finally by ACG (Meima 




 The aggregation adenylyl cyclase (ACA) is homologous to the G-protein 
coupled mammalian type III cyclases. Similar to those enzymes, its structure also 
consists of 12 transmembrane domains and two catalytic domains that make up the 
catalytic site.  
 ACA is required for oscillatory cAMP production during aggregation. Oscillatory 
cAMP secretion requires regulation of the cAMP production process by a positive and 





loop is provided by cAMP receptor mediated activation of ACA, which requires G-
proteins and multiple cytosolic components.  
 Binding of cAMP to the cAR1 receptor leads not only to dissociation of its 
associated G-protein G2 into its Gα2 and the βγ subunits, but also causes RasC 
activation, possibly through the Ras-GEF aimless (AleA) (Wu, Valkema et al. 1995; 
Insall, Borleis et al. 1996; Lim, Spiegelman et al. 2001; Kae, Kortholt et al. 2007). Co-
activation of βγ subunit and RasC instigate recruitment of the phosphatidylinositol 3' 
kinase (PI3K) to the plasma membrane, where it phosphorylates the membrane lipid 
phosphatydyl-inositol 2-phosphate (PIP2) to form phosphatydyl-inositol 3-phosphate 
(PIP3).  
 PIP3 can bind to the pleckstrin homologue (PH) domain of the cytosolic 
regulator of adenylyl cyclase (CRAC) (Lilly and Devreotes 1994; Funamoto, Meili et 
al. 2002; Comer, Lippincott et al. 2005). This binding causes CRAC to translocate 
from the cytosol to the membrane where it activates ACA (Insall, Kuspa et al. 1994; 
Lilly and Devreotes 1995; Dormann, Weijer et al. 2002).  
 Additionally, optimal ACA activation requires input from the preformed multi-
protein complex, TORC2, which includes Pianissimo (homolog of Raptor), Ras 
interacting protein 3 (homolog of AVO1) and Lst8 (Chen, Long et al. 1997; Lee, 
Parent et al. 1999; Lee, Comer et al. 2005).   
 Lastly, the Map kinase Erk2 has been shown to be essential for ACA activation 
possibly through its inhibition of the intracellular PDE RegA (Segall, Kuspa et al. 












Constant stimulation by cAMP will eventually make the cells insensitive to further 
stimulation, a process called adaptation (Devreotes and Steck 1979; Zhang, 
Goswami et al. 2005). This adaptation process of ACA is controlled via a yet poorly 
understood mechanism, although several models have been proposed, including 
uncoupling of receptors from G-proteins, ligand-induced phosphorylation of cAR1 and 
activation of intracellular cAMP phosphodiesterases (Tang and Othmer 1994; Kim, 
Soede et al. 1997; Laub and Loomis 1998; Meima, Weening et al. 2003). Removal of 
the stimulus, by the extracellular phosphodiesterase, PdsA, reverses the process of 
adaptation and will make cells responsive again (Lacombe, Podgorski et al. 1986). 
Oscillations involve cycles, each lasting about 6 minutes, of alternating activation, 
adaptation and de-adaptation (Gerisch and Wick 1975; Dinauer, MacKay et al. 1980; 
Dinauer, Steck et al. 1980; Dinauer, Steck et al. 1980). 
 Deletion mutants of ACA do not secrete cAMP and so are unable to aggregate 
(Pitt, Milona et al. 1992). However, development can be partly restored when cells 
are stimulated with extracellular cAMP or by overexpression of the PKA-C subunit 
(Pitt, Brandt et al. 1993).  
 ACA is expressed maximally during aggregation, but after aggregation ACA 
expression decreases and becomes restricted to the tip of the slug (Meima and  
Schaap 1999; Verkerke-van Wijk, Fukuzawa et al. 2001). Thus ACA is not required 
for the production of the high cAMP levels, which are essential during later 




 ACB activity was first identified in intact cells that lack either the intracellular 
cAMP-phoshodiesterase RegA or its activator, the histidine phosphotransferase 
protein RdeA, which suggests that ACB activity is closely associated with both 
proteins (Kim, Chang et al. 1998).  
 The ACB gene has seven transmembrane domains, a histidine kinase domain, 
two response regulator domains and a single catalytic domain (Soderbom, Anjard et 
al. 1999). ACB sequence and structure is most similar to that of some cyanobacterial 
cyclases (CyaA). It belongs to the subclass IIIb, which apart from many prokaryote 
cyclases also contains mammalian sAC and Dictyostelium sGC (Roelofs, Meima et 
al. 2001); Linder, 2003 #605; Schaap, 2005 #250].  
 The cyanobacterial adenylyl cyclases are activated by light through a two-
component phosphorelay system and by bicarbonate ions through direct activation of 
the catalytic domain (Kasahara and Ohmori 1999). Bicarbonate ions have also been 
shown to activate the mammalian soluble cyclase (sAC) in a pH dependent manner 
(Chen, Cann et al. 2000; Kobayashi, Buck et al. 2004). 
 Thus far, it is unclear how ACB is regulated or what the functions of the 
histidine kinase and response regulator domains are. The histidine kinase domain is 





autophosphorylation (Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999). However, recently it has been 
suggested that the histidine kinase, DhkB directly can activate ACB by forming a 
heterodimer with the histidine kinase domain of ACB (Anjard and Loomis 2008). 
Similar to CyaA and mammalian sAC, the cyclase catalytic domain of ACB has a 
threonine residue at the highly conserved aspartate, which mediates activation by 
bicarbonate in these cyclases (Kobayashi, Buck et al. 2004).  
 ACB is expressed at low levels in growth and early development with 
expression increasing during slug formation to its maximum at early culmination.  
Deletion mutants in the acrA gene, coding for ACB, are defective in spore formation, 
but prespore gene expression and stalk differentiation are normal. Hence, this 
cyclase is needed for cAMP production that triggers maturation of stalk and spore 





 The germination adenylyl cyclase (ACG) is structurally similar to the ACs found 
in the kinetoplastic protists, such as the parasites Trypanosoma and Leishmania, with 
one or two transmembrane (TM) domain, a large extracellular domain and a single 
catalytic domain (Seebeck, Schaub et al. 2004). However, ACG is a class IIIa 
enzyme, whereas the parasite cyclases are members of class IIIc (Pitt, Milona et al. 
1992; van Es, Virdy et al. 1996; Ross, Raibaud et al. 1991). ACG mRNA is expressed 
at low levels throughout development, but is strongly up-regulated in maturing 
spores. ACG protein is localised in the posterior of the slug, the prespore and spore 
cells region, whilst the other ACA and ACB are restricted to the prestalk region 
(Alvarez-Curto, Saran et al. 2007) Here, ACG produces the cAMP needed for 
prespore differentiation (Alvarez-Curto, Saran et al. 2007).  
 In the mature spores, ACG is activated by high osmolarity that is present in the 
spore head. It controls spores germination, which is inhibited by high osmolarity, by 
acting on PKA (van Es, Virdy et al. 1996). Spore dormancy is also under control of 
the autoinhibitor discadenine and the histidine kinase DokA through separate 
signalling pathways. (See §1.4.5.2) 
 
4.4 cAMP degradation 
  
 D. discoideum has seven PDEs of which three are responsible for extracellular 
cAMP degradation (PdsA/PDE1, PDE7 and PDE4) and two for intracellular cAMP 
degradation (RegA/PDE2, PdeE/PDE6). Their catalytic domains are homologous to 
the type I PDE (RegA and PDE4) or type II PDE (PdsA, PDE7 and PdeE). 
 Biochemically they can be distinguished through their distinct substrate affinity 







4.4.1 Degradation of extracellular cAMP 
  
 During aggregation, degradation of extracellular cAMP by PdsA is important to 
support oscillatory cAMP signalling (Lacombe, Podgorski et al. 1986; Podgorski, 
Faure et al. 1988). After aggregation PdsA is required for coordinated cell movement 
and fruiting body morphogenesis (Wu, Franke et al. 1995; Sucgang, Weijer et al. 
1997).  
 PdsA has a PDE II catalytic domain and is homologous to the yeast PDE II 
gene (Bader, Kortholt et al. 2007).  It can be either secreted (ePDE) or targeted to the 
plasma membrane (mPDE) and degrades both cAMP and cGMP. The secreted form 
of PdsA is inhibited by a glycoprotein, PDI, which is secreted during aggregation 
when cAMP levels decrease (Wu and Franke 1990; Franke, Faure et al. 1991). 
 The PdsA gene is regulated by three promoters; the vegetative, aggregative 
and the late promoter, which direct gene expression during growth, aggregation and 
multicellular development, respectively (Faure, Franke et al. 1990). A deletion mutant 
of PdsA is deficient in aggregation while an overexpression mutant shows 
accelerated aggregation with a block in late development (Darmon, Barra et al. 1978; 
Faure, Podgorski et al. 1988). Expression of PdsA from both the aggregation 
promoter and the late promoter are required for normal development (Hall, Franke et 
al. 1993; Sucgang, Weijer et al. 1997).  
 Additionally, extracellular cAMP is degraded by PDE4 and PDE7. PDE4 has 
two transmembrane domains and an extracellular PDE class I domain that is highly 
homologous to the mammalian cAMP-specific PDE8. Null mutants show normal 
aggregation, but impaired development from the mound stage, which correlates with 
its expression levels that are low during aggregation but increases during the mound 
stage (Bader, Kortholt et al. 2006).  
 PDE7 is a close homologue of PdsA, which also gets secreted or targeted to 
the plasma membrane. Similarly to PdsA it is a dual specificity PDE that can degrade 
both cAMP and cGMP, though its Km is 15 times lower than that of PdsA (Bader, 
Kortholt et al. 2007). 
 
4.4.2 Degradation of intracellular cAMP 
  
 The intracellular cAMP-specific phosphodiesterase, RegA, acts antagonistically 
with the adenylyl cyclases during late development. Inactivation of RegA provides an 
alternative way to increase intracellular cAMP and thus the activity of cAMP-
dependent PKA to the levels required during late development for spore and stalk-cell 
development. Indeed, deletion of the RegA gene speeds up development into spores, 
yet it also affects proper morphogenesis and so leads to abnormal fruiting bodies 
(Shaulsky, Fuller et al. 1998). 
 RegA contains an N-terminal response regulator domain and a C-terminal class 





domain through a His-Asp phosphorelay system (Thomason, Traynor et al. 1999). 
Additionally, it is controlled via cAR-mediated phosphorylation of the MAP kinase 
homologue ERK2 (Mohanty, Lee et al. 2001). Activated ERK2 phosphorylates RegA, 
possibly on more then one site, which results in inhibition of RegAs PDE activity but 
also leads to ubiquitination and degradation of RegA by the proteasome (Mohanty, 
Lee et al. 2001; Maeda, Lu et al. 2004). Both would lead to cAMP accumulation and 
increased PKA activity. Interestingly, PKA has been suggested to inhibit ERK2 
activity, which in turn lifts the inhibition of RegA and subsequently causes a decrease 
of cAMP levels (Laub and Loomis 1998).  
 His-Asp phosphorelay is a very common signal transduction system of 
prokaryotes, which is also found in fungi and plants but not in metazoans. 
Phosphorelay is initiated by a hybrid histidine kinase (HK), which is linked to a sensor 
and a response regulator domain. In the canonical pathway, activation of the sensor 
by physical or chemical stimuli activates the histidine kinase, which phosphorylates 
itself on a histidine residue followed by transfer of the phosphoryl group to a 
conserved aspartate in the response regulator. In eukaryotes the phosphoryl group is 
subsequently transferred to the conserved histidine of a phosphotransfer protein and 
finally to the aspartate of a second response regulator, which controls the activity of 
an attached enzyme or transcription factor. The histidine kinase also has 
phosphatase activity, which can alternatively be activated by stimuli and cause 
reverse phosphorelay (Thomason and Kay 2000; Yamamoto, Hirao et al. 2005; 
Anjard and Loomis 2008).  
 In the final stages of development, D. discoideum uses sensor HKs to increase 
intracellular cAMP levels and subsequent PKA activity. In D. discoideum, activation of 
a histidine kinase leads to transfer of phosphate one by one via the intermediate 
histidine phosphotransferase protein, RdeA to the response regulator of RegA 
(Thomason, Traynor et al. 1999). Several proteins containing histidine kinase 
domains have been identified, of which 4 have been shown to affect RegA activity via 
RdeA: DhkA, DhkB, DhkC and DokA. Earlier mentioned factors, ammonia, SDF2, 
osmolarity and discadenine, act through sensor HKs. (See §1.4.2)  
 DhkC senses ammonia levels in migrating slugs. Autophagic processes in 
particularly the prestalk cells of slugs produce large amounts of ammonia, which 
prevent stalk cell differentiation. High levels of ammonia activate DhkC, which leads 
to phosphorylation of RegA via RdeA. Activated RegA hydrolyses cAMP and 
therefore inactivates PKA. When the slug moves upwards during early culmination, 
ammonia is lost by diffusion. DhkC and therefore RegA are no longer activated. This 
leads to cAMP accumulation and activation of PKA (Singleton, Zinda et al. 1998).  
 The spore differentiation factor, SDF2 and the cytokinin-like discadenine, 
together stimulate spore formation. However, they do this through separate signalling 
pathways (Anjard, Zeng et al. 1998). SDF-2 activates the phosphatase activity of the 
histidine kinase DhkA, leading to dephosphorylation and inhibition of RegA activity 






DhkB, which maintains spore dormancy and inhibits germination (Zinda and 
Singleton 1998). However, more recently discadenine has been found not to activate  
DhkB, but to activate ACB directly by forming a heterodimer with the pseudo-histidine 
kinase domain of ACB (Anjard and Loomis 2008). (See §1.4.3.2) Both pathways, 
either through inhibition of a cAMP-PDE (RegA) or direct activation of an AC (ACB), 
lead to an increase of cAMP and hence PKA activity. 
 High osmolarity increases intracellular cAMP via two alternative independent 
pathways. High osmolarity, available in the sorus, increases intracellular cAMP 
through ACG or by acting on the histidine phosphatase DokA leading to inactivation 
of RegA (Ott, Oehme et al. 2000).  
 In addition to RegA, a second intracellular phosphodiesterase PdeE was 
identified. It has two cyclic nucleotide binding motifs and a binuclear Zn2+ binding 
domain that forms the catalytic center of metallo-β-lactamases (Goldberg, Bosgraaf 
et al. 2002; Meima, Biondi et al. 2002). Studies revealed that the PdeE gene encodes 
a cAMP-stimulated dual specificity phosphodiesterase with preference for cAMP that 
is mainly expressed during aggregation (Bosgraaf, Russcher et al. 2002; Meima, 
Weening et al. 2003). 
 
5. AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 
 
 Over the past years, much information has been gathered about the 
importance of the individual key components that control cAMP signalling in 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes. In mammalians, several different classes of ACs 
produce cAMP and much is known about their mechanism of stimulation and 
function. In contrast, much less is known about the enzymes that control degradation, 
the cAMP-PDEs and their regulatory mechanism. Nonetheless, it has become 
evident that cAMP is degraded by many isoforms of PDEs and that PDEs play a 
crucial role in controlling dynamic cAMP signalling.  
 Throughout my PhD I have been interested in several aspects of cAMP 
signalling in the model organism Dictyostelium discoideum with particular emphasis 
on the roles of the phosphodiesterases in dynamic cAMP signalling.  PdsA is the 
most critical enzyme in the control of aggregation and post-aggregative 
morphogenesis. It is controlled by three promoters; the vegetative, aggregative and 
the late promoter, which direct expression during growth, aggregation and late 
development, respectively. Despite its known crucial role in multicellular development 
not much is known about the regulation of PdsA or its expression after aggregation. 
In chapter 2, I present studies on the patterns of the aggregative and late promoter 
activity throughout development, the signals that regulate promoter activity and the 
promoter sequences that mediate regulation by these signals.  
 D. discoideum and related species use extracellular cAMP as chemoattractant 
for aggregation, but most other species use other chemoattractants than cAMP. In 





phylogeny and studied their expression during development. Additionally, I show that 
one of them encodes a fully functional PDE.  
 Cyclic AMP waves propagate throughout the Dictyostelium slug. This is 
somewhat enigmatic since ACA, the enzyme considered to be responsible for 
pulsatile cAMP signalling, is only expressed at the slug anterior. ACG is expressed at 
the posterior region of the slug, where it was shown to be responsible for induction of 
prespore differentiation. In chapter 4, I describe experiments showing that similar to 
ACA, ACG is transiently activated by stimulation of cAMP receptors. This could 
explain why cAMP waves can propagate in slug posteriors.  
 In Dictyostelium, cGMP is associated with chemotaxis and plays a major role in 
myosin II regulation during cytoskeletal reorganisation. In the chapter 5, I describe 
experiments showing that modulation of the expression of the PdeD gene, a cGMP-
stimulated cGMP-PDE, has a pronounced effect on the expression of early genes, 
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Expression of the Dictyostelium PdsA gene from the aggregative (PdA) and 
late (PdL) promoter is essential for aggregation and slug morphogenesis 
respectively. We studied the regulation of the PdA and PdL promoters in slugs using 
labile β-galactosidase (gal) reporter enzymes. PdL was active in prestalk cells as 
was also found with stable gal. PdA activity decreased strongly in slugs from all cells 
except those at the rear. This is almost opposite to PdA activity traced with stable 
gal, where slugs showed sustained activity with highest levels at the front. PdA was 
down-regulated after aggregation irrespective of stimulation with any of the factors 
known to control gene expression.  PdL activity was induced in cell suspension by 
cAMP and DIF acting in synergy. However, a DIF-less mutant showed normal PdL 
activity during development, suggesting that DIF does not control PdL in vivo. 
Dissection of the PdL promoter showed that all sequences essential for correct 
spatio-temporal control of promoter activity are downstream of the transcription start 
site in a region between -383 and -19 nucleotides relative to the start codon. 
Removal of nucleotides to position -364 eliminated responsiveness to DIF and 
cAMP, but normal PdL activity in prestalk cells in slugs was retained. Further 5' 
deletions abolished all promoter activity. This result also indicates that the induction 
by DIF and cAMP as seen in cell suspensions is not essential for PdL activity in 
normal development.  
 
Key words: Dictyostelium discoideum / cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase / 




Extracellular cAMP signaling controls morphogenetic movement and 
prespore gene expression during multicellular development of Dictyostelium 
discoideum (Wang, Van Driel et al. 1988; Bretschneider, Siegert et al. 1995; Anjard, 
Soderbom et al. 2001). Three adenylyl cyclases, ACA, ACB and ACG have been 
identified that synthesize cAMP and one extracellular phosphodiesterase (PDE) that 
degrades it (Lacombe, Podgorski et al. 1986; Pitt, Milona et al. 1992; Kim, Chang et 
al. 1998; Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999). The single PdsA gene, that encodes PDE, 
is regulated at the transcriptional level by three promoters that control expression 
during growth, aggregation and multicellular development respectively (Faure, 
Franke et al. 1990). The multicellular (late) promoter element is only active in the 
prestalk cell population (Hall, Franke et al. 1993). PDE enzyme activity is regulated 








 It has not been possible to associate any of the adenylyl cyclases with a 
specific role in either slug morphogenesis or prespore gene expression, because null 
mutants in any of them can still form migrating slugs and express prespore genes, 
although in case of ACA null mutants this requires overexpression of PKA or 
prestimulation with cAMP (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992; Pitt, Brandt et al. 1993; Wang and 
Kuspa 1997; Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999). This is probably due to partial overlap in 
the function of these enzymes (Anjard, Soderbom et al. 2001). In contrast, more 
severe effects are observed when PDE expression is altered. Loss of function 
mutants in PDE cannot aggregate at all (Darmon, Barra et al. 1978).  Aggregation 
can be restored by expression of PDE from the aggregative promoter (PdA), while 
restoration of slug and fruiting body formation requires expression from the late 
promoter (PdL) (Sucgang, Weijer et al. 1997). The essential role of PDE in slug 
morphogenesis was also demonstrated by experiments where PDI was expressed 
from a prestalk promoter. This inhibited late PDE activity and blocked of slug 
morphogenesis (Wu, Franke et al. 1995).  Gain of function of PDE is equally 
disruptive in the slug stage. Overexpression of PDE accelerates the aggregation 
process, but arrests tip formation and cell differentiation (Faure, Podgorski et al. 
1988). 
Despite the crucial role of correct PDE expression for multicellular 
development, little is known about the regulation of the gene by the PdL promoter. It 
is also not clear whether expression from the PdA promoter plays a role in the slug 
stage. Similar to control of the ACA gene, transcription controlled by the PdA 
promoter is downregulated after aggregation (Faure, Franke et al. 1990; Pitt, Milona 
et al. 1992). In case of ACA, this was due to selective cessation of transcription in 
posterior cells resulting in exclusive expression in the tip region (Verkerke-van Wijk, 
Fukuzawa et al. 2001). Other components of the oscillatory signaling system such as 
cAR1, Gα2, Gβ, Aimless and CRAC become similarly enriched in the tip/prestalk 
region and this may also be the case for PdA (Tsujioka, Yokoyama et al. 2001).  
To gain insight in the regulation of PDE expression during multicellular 
development, we studied the patterns of PdA and PdL promoter activity by using 
labile β-galactosidase reporter proteins (Detterbeck, Morandini et al. 1994). PdA is 
downregulated after aggregation in most cells except those at the rear-guard and 
basal disc. PdL is active in prestalk cells and is synergistically activated by cAMP 
and DIF in disaggregated cells. However, deletion studies of the PdL promoter and 















 Differentiation Inducing Factor (DIF) was obtained from Affinity Research 
Products (Exeter, UK), chlorophenylred ß-D-galactopyranoside (CPRG) was from 
Roche (Burgess Hill, UK). Exonuclease III, mung bean nuclease and pLITMUS29 
were from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA). The DNA sequencing kit 
Sequenase 2.0 was obtained from US Biochemical (Cleveland, USA). 
 
Promoter deletions and plasmid construction 
 
 The 1.5 kb PdA promoter was amplified by PCR from vector pGalA (Hall, 
Franke et al. 1993) using oligonucleotides that generate XbaI and BglII sites at the 5' 
and 3' end of the promoter respectively. The XbaI/BglII digested product was ligated 
into the XbaI/BglII digested vector 63-iDQgal to generate PdA-ile-gal. 
The GalL cell line used previously (Hall, Franke et al. 1993) was 
cotransformed with plasmid pB10T, which carries the neomycin selection cassette 
and plasmid pGalL, which contains a gene fusion of PdL and lacZ. In our hands β-
galactosidase expression in this cell line was weak and declined progressively 
during cell culture. We made two new vectors PdL-gal and PdL-ile-gal in which PdL 
was fused to stable and labile variants of LacZ respectively. PdL-gal was made by 
replacing the KpnI/XhoI lacZ fragment of pDdgal17 (Harwood and Drury 1990) with 
the KpnI/XhoI PdL-lacZ fragment from pGalL. PdL-ile-gal was made subsequently by 
fusing the XbaI-BglII fragment from PdL-gal that contained the PdL promoter to ubi-
ile-gal in the XbaI/BglII digested vector 63-iDQgal. 
To construct promoter deletions, the 0.72 kb PdL  promoter was subcloned 
into the pLITMUS29 vector using the EcoRI/HindIII restriction sites. This yielded the 
plasmid PdL-pLIT29, which contained an exonuclease III protected 3' overhang 
(NsiI) and an exonuclease III digestible 5' overhang (EcoRI). Five µg of PdL-pLIT29 
plasmid, digested with NsiI/EcoRI, was treated under standard conditions for the 
preparation of exonuclease III-generated 5' deletions (Ausubel 1990). Samples from 
selected time points from the deletion reactions were used to transform E. coli DH5 
cells. Estimates of the deletion endpoint were made by agarose gel electorophoresis 
and precisely determined by DNA sequencing. The BglII/HindIII promoter fragments 
of selected deletion constructs were fused to the lacZ gene in vector pDdgal17. 
Promoter fragments were also constructed using PCR. PCR reactions were 
performed using the oligonucleotide primers indicated in figure 7. All 5' primers 
contained a XbaI site and all 3' primers contained an BglII site to allow fusion of the 
amplified DNA to the lacZ gene in pDdgal17or 63iDQgal. Correct amplification of all 
PCR generated constructs was determined by DNA sequencing. 
  
 




Dictyostelium AX3 cells were transformed with all constructs and AX2 and 
HM1030 cells (Thompson and Kay 2000) were transformed with PdL-ile-gal.  
 
Growth and incubation conditions 
 
All cell lines were grown in standard axenic medium, which was supplemented 
with 20 µg/ml G418 for cells transformed with Pde promoter fusions with stable or 
labile gal and with 5 µg/ml blasticidin for the DIFless mutant HM1030. To modulate 
PdA or PdL promoter activity in cell suspension, exponentially growing cells were 
harvested, washed in 10 mM Na/K-phosphate buffer pH 6.5 (PB) and distributed on 
1.5% agar in PB at 3x106 cells/cm2. Cells were incubated for 22oC until aggregation 
territories or loose aggregates had formed. Aggregates were dissociated by vigorous 
pipetting, resuspended in PB at 3x106 cells/ml and challenged with variables at 22oC 
and 150 rpm during 6-10 hours.  
For detection of PdA or PdL promoter activity in developing structures, cells 
were harvested from growth medium, distributed at 106 cells/cm2 over nitrocellulose 
filters, supported by PB agar, and incubated at 22oC until the stage of interest had 
been reached. 
 
Spectrophotometric and histochemical β-galactosidase assays 
 
For spectrophotometric quantitation of β-galactosidase activity, cells were 
lysed by freeze-thawing and 100 µl aliquots of lysate were incubated at 22oC in 
microtiterplate wells with 30 µl of 2.5 x Z-buffer and 20 µl of 40 mM CPRG 
(Dingermann, Reindl et al. 1989). The OD574 was measured at regular time intervals 
using a microtiter plate reader. Activity was expressed as the increase of OD574 per 
hour per mg protein.  
For histochemical staining, nitrocellulose filters supporting developing cells 
were fixed for 20 minutes with 0.25% glutaraldehyde and 2% Tween-20 in Z-buffer, 
washed thoroughly and subsequently incubated with 1 mM X-gal in Z-buffer 
containing 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)]6 and 5 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 for 1-4 hours (Dingermann, 




Expression patterns of PdA and PdL 
  
 The patterns of activity of the aggregative and late promoters of the PDE gene 
have been studied previously using a reporter gene that encodes a stable form of β-
galactosidase (Hall, Franke et al. 1993). In cases where promoter activity is 
transient, stable reporters can provide misleading information because the activity of 





Morandini et al. 1994).  To avoid this problem the PdA and PdL promoters were 
fused to a chimeric DNA encoding ubiquitin-isoleucine-β-galactosidase to give 
vectors PdA-ile-gal and PdL-ile-gal.  After translation the ubiquitin is cleaved off and 
exposes the isoleucine at the N-terminus of β-galactosidase, which reduces its half-
life to about 60 min (Bachmair, Finley et al. 1986; Gonda, Bachmair et al. 1989; 
Detterbeck, Morandini et al. 1994). The ile-gal constructs cannot be used when 
promoter activity is low, because they yield considerably lower absolute activities of 
β-galactosidase than the stable constructs. For deletion studies of the PdL promoter, 
we therefore also used a stable PdL-gal construct.  
 When measured with the ile-gal reporter PdA activity becomes detectable after 
a few hours of starvation and is visible in most of the cells when they are collecting 
into aggregation streams (Fig. 1A). Once cells have formed tight mounds, 
expression begins to decline. This decline is first visible in the tip region (Fig. 1B) 
and later spreads over the anterior 75% of the slug. During culmination, PdA activity 
is concentrated at the basal disc/lower cup area (Fig. 1D, arrow) and becomes 
restricted to the basal disc when fruiting bodies have formed (Fig. 1E, arrow).  The 
prestalk and stalk cells show almost no PdA activity (Fig. 1C,E). This pattern is quite 
different from that observed with the stable gal reporter. In this case all cells continue 
to show high activity after aggregation, but particularly those at the tip (Hall, Franke 
et al. 1993). 
The pattern of PdL promoter activity measured with the ile-gal reporter is not 
very different from that observed with the stable gal reporter (Hall, Franke et al. 
1993). PdL is first active at the tip and in a few scattered cells in mounds (Fig. 2B). 
During slug formation activity becomes most pronounced in the anterior prestalk 
region and in cells scattered throughout the prespore region (Fig. 2C). In fruiting 
bodies, only the apical prestalk cells show activity and there is no significant activity 
in the stalk and basal disc (Fig 2D).  
A quantitative assay for β-galactosidase in cell lysates shows that PdA activity 
increases after 4 hours of starvation to reach a peak at 10 h of development. PdL 
activity increases after cells have formed mounds, to reach a maximum during 
fruiting body formation (Fig. 3). These temporal expression patterns closely follow 
those of the PdA and PdL mRNAs, respectively (Faure, Franke et al. 1990), which 

















Figure 1: Patterns of PdA promoter activity during normal development 
PdA-ile-gal cells were distributed on nitrocellulose filters supported by PB agar and incubated at 22oC. Cells 
were fixed and stained with X-gal after they had formed streaming aggregates (A), tipped aggregates (B), 





Figure 2: Patterns of PdL promoter activity during normal development 
PdL-ile-gal cells were incubated at 22oC on nitrocellulose filters and stained with X-gal after they had formed 
streaming aggregates (A), tipped aggregates (B), migrating slugs (C) and mature fruiting bodies (D). Scale 







Figure 3: Developmental regulation of PdA and PdL promoter 
activity. 
PdA-ile-gal and PdL-ile-gal cells were distributed on PB agar andv 
incubated for 24 h at 22oC. Cells were harvested at two hour 
intervals and β-galactosidase activity was measured in cell 
lysates. Data were standardized on the protein content of the cell 
lysate and are pressed as percentage of enzyme activity at T=10 
h for PdA and at T=24 h for PdL. Means and s.e.m. of three time 





Signals that up- and down-regulate PdA and PdL promoter activity 
 
Upon starvation PdA activity is induced by the prestarvation factor PSF (Clarke 
and Gomer 1995), 1995) and further up-regulated by cAMP (Franke, Podgorski et al. 
1987). After aggregation, PdA activity is down-regulated dramatically in the prestalk 
cell population, while PdL activity is induced in these cells. We examined the signals 
most likely to trigger both events. The predominant signals for post-aggregative gene 
regulation are micromolar cAMP, which induces prespore gene expression (Kay 
1982; Wang, Van Driel et al. 1988), and DIF, which induces prestalk gene 
expression (Morris, Taylor et al. 1987) (Williams, Ceccarelli et al. 1987). We also 
included nanomolar cAMP pulses, isopropylidene adenosine (IPA) and a 
combination of micromolar cAMP and DIF. cAMP acts in synergy with DIF to induce 
the prestalk gene ecmA; cAMP pulses are likely to be responsible for tip-specific 
expression of ACA in slugs (Verkerke-van Wijk, Fukuzawa et al. 2001), while 
adenosine acts as an inhibitor of prespore differentiation (Weijer and Durston 1985; 
Schaap and Wang 1986).  IPA is a metabolically stable analog of adenosine (Soede, 
Hopper et al. 1996). Cells expressing the PdA or PdL ile-gal constructs were 
developed to the loose aggregate stage. The aggregates were dissociated into 
single cells and incubated for 10 h with the different stimuli. Figure 4A shows that 
PdA activity decreased strongly regardless of any added stimulus. However, after an 
initial decline cAMP pulses induced a modest transient increase in activity. A 
stronger but also transient increase was induced by the combination of cAMP and 
DIF. PdL was induced to moderate levels with micromolar cAMP. Neither DIF alone, 
nor any of the other stimuli induced any significant PdL activity.  However, high 
levels of activity were induced by the combination of cAMP and DIF (Fig. 4B).  This 
combinatorial effect of cAMP and DIF can either be due to the signals acting in 
synergy, or to one signal inducing responsiveness to the other. After prestimulation 








 Furthermore, responsiveness of the cells to either signal was decreased 
rather than increased (data not shown). This suggests that cAMP and DIF act in 
synergy on PdL activation. 
 
Figure 4: Effects of cAMP, DIF and IPA on PdA and PdL promoter activity 
PdA-ile-gal and PdL-ile-gal cells were incubated on PB agar until loose aggregates had formed (T=10 h). 
Cells from dissociated aggregates were resuspended in PB and incubated during 10 h with 30 nM cAMP 
pulses, 300 µM cAMP/hour, 100 nM DIF added once, 300 µM cAMP/hour plus 100 nM DIF, 1 mM IPA or 
without additive.  Cells were lysed and assayed for β-galactosidase activity, which was standardized to the 
protein content of the lysates. Data are expressed as percentage of activity at t=0 h for PdA and activity at 
t=10 h after the cAMP plus DIF treatment for PdL. Means and  s.e.m. of 3 experiments performed in 
quadruplicate are presented 
 
Is PdL regulated by DIF and cAMP during normal development? 
 
To answer this question we introduced the PdL-ile-gal construct into a mutant 
that cannot synthesize DIF (Thompson and Kay 2000). Figure 5 shows that in the 
DIF-less mutant HM1030, PdL activity is high in anterior prestalk cells and scattered 
cells in the prespore region of slugs and in the apical region of fruiting bodies. This is 
identical to the PdL activity pattern in wild-type cells and suggests that DIF is not 





Figure 5: PdL promoter activity in the DIFless mutant 
The DIFless mutant HM1030 was transformed with the 
PdL-ile-gal vector.  Transformed cells were incubated at 
22oC on nitrocellulose filters and stained with X-gal after 
they had formed migrating slugs (A) and mature fruiting 






As a second approach we identified regions in the PdL promoter that mediate its 
expression during normal development and its induction by cAMP and DIF in cell 
suspension. A set of PdL promoter modifications was prepared as nested 5' 
deletions (Δ constructs) or as PCR-amplified promoter fragments (P constructs)  




Figure 6: Overview of promoter deletions and their effect on expression patterns and induction  
A.  Nucleotide sequence of the PdL promoter. The promoter sequence was retrieved from (Faure et al., 
1990) and renumbered for convenience with the start codon at position +1. The original numbering is 
indicated between parentheses. Deletion endpoints of ExoIII-generated constructs 2Δ, 3Δ and 4Δ are 
indicated by arrows. The sequences of PCR primers, a - k, are indicated in bold and their direction by arrows. 
The TATA box predicted by (Faure et al., 1990) is underlined. Transcribed regions are shown in upper case 
and non-transcribed regions in lower case. 
B. Schematic of deletions. The first column provides construct names, the second column shows a 
schematic view of the constucts and, in the case of PCR-generated constructs, the position of primers used 
in their creation. The next column indicates relative induction by 100 µM cAMP plus 100 nM DIF (- no 
significant induction; +, ++, +++: moderate, strong and very strong induction respectively). The last column 
summarizes the expression pattern of β-galactosidase in the transformants.  
C. Response of deletion constructs to cAMP and DIF in vitro 
Dissociated loose aggregates of cells transformed with deletion constructs were incubated without additives 
(-), 100 µM cAMP/hr, 100 nM DIF or a combination of 100 µM cAMP/hr with 100 nM DIF (cAMP+DIF) and 
assayed for β-galactosidase activity and protein levels. Two or three independently transformed clones were 
tested twice for each construct in an assay performed in triplicate. The absolute β-galactosidase activities 
(ΔOD/hr.mg protein) obtained after incubation of individual clones for each construct with the different 
variables was averaged and means and s.e.m. of the pooled data are indicated. 
 






Figure 7: Expression patterns of PdL promoter deletion constructs  
Cells transformed with the different deletion constructs were developed on nitrocellulose filters until migrating 
slugs had formed and stained for β-galactosidase activity. The construct code (see figure 7B) is indicated on 
each photograph. The transformant carrying the full length PdL promoter was photographed after 1 hour of 





We measured the activity of the promoter fragments during normal development and 
during induction in cell suspensions with DIF and cAMP. All 5' deletion constructs up 
to 4Δ in which the entire untranscribed region is deleted, showed the same pattern of 
expression in slugs as the intact PdL promoter (Figs 7A,B), with high levels of 
expression in the prestalk region and in the anterior-like cells. 
 However, the intensity of staining decreased with the shorter constructs and 
was too low for the ile-gal gene fusions to remain detectable. During incubation in 
suspension, all constructs showed high levels of induction by the combination of DIF 
and cAMP and some induction by cAMP alone. The absolute levels of β-
galactosidase decreased 3-4 fold when the region between -554 and -462 bp was 
deleted (Fig. 6C). In constructs 5P and 6P that lacked most of the transcribed region 
β-galactosidase activity was undetectable in slugs and could no longer be induced 
by cAMP and DIF. This indicates that regions downstream of the start site of 
transcription are essential for promoter function. Constructs 7P and 8P, which 
contain the predicted TATA box and most of the 5' leader sequence, showed the 
same expression pattern in migrating slugs as the intact promoter as well as good 
inducibility by cAMP plus DIF (Figs. 6C, 7E).  
Expression in slugs and inducibility by cAMP plus DIF was completely lost from 
the shorter construct 9P (Figs. 6C, 7F), indicating that the essential promoter 
sequences reside between -70 and -383 bp from the start codon.  A deletion from -
383 to -364 (compare constructs 4Δ and 10P) retained the normal expression 
pattern in migrating slugs, but lost cAMP and DIF inducibility (Figs 6C, 7G). In a 
further deletion up to -255 all promoter activity was lost (Fig. 7H).  This indicates that 
one region of the promoter controls normal expression in slugs, and another is 




Opposite expression patterns for the aggregative and late PdsA promoters 
 
The PdsA gene, that encodes PDE, has an elaborate structure with different 
promoters controling expression of the gene during growth, aggregation and post-
aggregative development (Faure, Franke et al. 1990). The function of PDE during 
growth is not clear, but it is essential for aggregation and later morphogenesis 
(Darmon, Barra et al. 1978; Wu, Franke et al. 1995; Sucgang, Weijer et al. 1997). 
 When measured with a stable gal reporter, PdA driven β-galactosidase activity 
increases strongly during aggregation and remains very pronounced in slugs with 
highest apparent activity in the anterior prestalk cells (Hall, Franke et al. 1993). A 
labile reporter presents quite a different pattern. In this case PdA also increases 
during aggregation, but decreases once mounds have formed. This decrease 
spreads as an anterior to posterior wave until only the rear-guard and basal disc 
cells show activity (figure 1). PdA transcripts also decrease markedly after  
 




aggregation (Faure, Franke et al. 1990), so the activity measured with the labile ile-
gal construct is likely to follow PdA promoter activity closely. The prestalk-enriched 
expression that was detected with the stable gal is most likely a memory effect, 
reflecting a tendency for prestalk sorting in cells that strongly expressed PdA during 
aggregation and never lost the stable β-galactosidase enzyme later.  This is 
supported by findings that prestalk sorting and high PDE expression during 
aggregation are both properties of cells that enter development in early cell cycle 
phase (Weijer, Duschl et al. 1984; Wang, Aerts et al. 1988). No significant 
differences were found for the stable and labile lacZ versions of the PdL promoter 
(figure 2) (Hall, Franke et al. 1993). This is probably due to the fact that this promoter 
is expressed so late that memory effects do not have time to become established.   
The pattern of expression of PdL is exactly opposite to that of PdA with 
predominant expression in the prestalk region and in the anterior-like cell population. 
These different distributions are in good agreement with the distribution of PDE 
enzyme activity in slugs as detected by microdissection. Also here high activity was 
detected in both the anterior prestalk region and rear-guard/basal disc region with 
little activity in the intervening prespore region (Brown and Rutherford 1980). In situ 
hybridization also shows the presence of PdsA mRNA in the prestalk and rear-
guard/basal disc regions (Tsujioka, Yokoyama et al. 2001). 
 
Signals that regulate postaggregative PdA and PdL promoter activity 
 
Consensus models for regulation of cell-type specification in Dictyostelium indicate 
micromolar cAMP and DIF as inducers of prespore and prestalk cell differentiation 
respectively. Micromolar cAMP can potentially be generated by the adenylyl 
cyclases ACA, ACB and ACG, which are all expressed in slugs (Alvarez-Curto and 
Schaap, unpublished results) (Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999; Verkerke-van Wijk, 
Fukuzawa et al. 2001). DIF is generated by prespore cells to trigger conversion of a 
proportion of their number into anterior-like cells (Kay and Thompson 2001). These 
cells then sort to the anterior to form the prestalk region (Sternfeld and David 1982). 
Earlier work showed that PdL mRNA was elevated in cells that were treated with DIF 
after a 10 h pretreatment with 5 mM cAMP (Franke, Faure et al. 1991). We show 
here that DIF also induces PdL activity in cells that have developed into mounds 
under more physiological conditions. However, they only do so when cAMP is 
present at the same time. 
We attempted to identify the signal that triggers the precipitous decline in PdA 
promoter activity once aggregates have formed.  We found that dissociating 
aggregated cells did not block the decline in PdA promoter activity, making it unlikely 








DIF activates PdL in cell suspension, but not in the intact organism 
 
PdL is strongly upregulated by DIF and cAMP in suspensions of dissociated 
cells, but two lines of evidence indicate that at least DIF does not regulate 
expression of the gene in slugs: i. a mutant that is defective in DIF synthesis showed 
normal expression of PdL in slugs and fruiting bodies (figure 6), ii. Deletion analysis 
of the PdL promoter indicated that a region from -383 to-364, relative to the start 
codon, is required for DIF/cAMP induction in disaggregated cells. However, when 
this region was deleted, PdL expression in prestalk and anterior-like cells in slugs 
was not diminished. The PdL promoter showed another unusual feature; primary 
transcriptional regulatory elements lie in the 5' leader sequence of the gene.  
Deletions of this region eliminated promoter activity, whereas deletions that removed 
regions upstream of the transcription only reduced the efficiency of transcription. 
 
Prestalk genes share no common inductive signal 
  
 A number of genes, such as ecmA, ecmB, rasD, carB and PdL are first 
expressed in the prestalk cell population (Reymond, Gomer et al. 1984; Williams, 
Ceccarelli et al. 1987; Saxe III, Ginsburg et al. 1993). Other genes, such as gpaB 
(Gα2), gpbA (Gβ), carA, acaA, dagA (CRAC) and aleA (aimless) are expressed in 
most cells during aggregation and later become prestalk specific (Carrel, 
Dharmawardhane et al. 1994; Tsujioka, Yokoyama et al. 2001; Verkerke-van Wijk, 
Fukuzawa et al. 2001). This is most likely because their expression is down-
regulated in prespore cells. 
In contrast to prespore genes, which are dependent on cAMP for expression in 
cell suspension and in intact slugs (Anjard, Soderbom et al. 2001)(Kay 1982)(Wang, 
Van Driel et al. 1988), the prestalk genes share no common mode of induction. 
EcmA, ecmB and PdL are all DIF-inducible in suspension (Williams, Ceccarelli et al. 
1987), but only the pstO subdomain of the ecmA promoter requires DIF for 
expression in slugs (Thompson and Kay 2000). carB and rasD are induced by 
micromolar cAMP in suspension (Reymond, Gomer et al. 1984; Saxe III, Ginsburg et 
al. 1993), while AcaA  expression is maintained in dissociated slug cells by cAMP 
pulses (Verkerke-van Wijk, Fukuzawa et al. 2001).  
This heterogeneity in regulation is most likely a consequence of the 
multifunctionality of cells in the anterior region of the slug. The posterior prespore 
cells loose the chemotactic functions of aggregative cells and show a concerted 
pattern of gene activities that prepare them for encapsulation. In contrast, the 
anterior cells continue to play a very active role in cAMP signaling and chemotaxis, 
in addition they acquire novel roles in phototaxis, thermotaxis and synthesis of the 
mucopolysaccharide sheath. The gene products that are required for this plethora of 
activities are probably under control of several regulatory feedback loops, using any 
of a number of intercellular interactions. 
 




The overriding characteristic of the prestalk region may be that these cells are 
inhibited to enter the spore pathway and can therefore remain fully competent for 
signaling and motility. The function of DIF in this scheme could be to act as a 
prespore inhibitor rather than a prestalk inducer. The expression of PdL and 
probably other prestalk genes are likely to require signalling interactions that remain 
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Cyclic AMP (cAMP) is an important intracellular messenger in all almost all 
domains of life that mediates the effects of a broad variety of external physical and 
chemical stimuli that regulate development and physiology.  The social amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum not only uses cAMP intracellularly, but also secretes 
cAMP in an oscillatory manner to coordinate the processes of cellular aggregation 
and fruiting body morphogenesis. For this function, cAMP is produced by the 
adenylyl cyclase A and detected by G-protein coupled cAMP receptors (cARs). The 
extracellular phosphodiesterase, PdsA, plays an important role in degrading cAMP 
between pulses and in generating steep chemotactic gradients. To understand how 
the extracellular role of cAMP evolved, we are retracing the origins and changes in 
function of the proteins that are critical for extracellular cAMP signalling, such as 
PdsA. The Dictyostelia can be subdivided into four major taxon groups. We amplified 
PdsA gene fragments from representative taxa of each of these groups and cloned a 
full-length PdsA gene from the group 3 taxon D. minutum. The PdsA gene appeared 
to be conserved in all tested species with independent events of gene duplication 
occurring in groups 1, 2 and 4. The D. minutum PdsA restored the phenotype of a D. 
discoideum pdsA null mutant but showed a lower affinity for cAMP than the D. 
discoideum enzyme.  There were significant differences between the test species in 
the developmental regulation of PdsA genes, which suggests group-specific 
elaboration of PdsA function.   
 




  The social amoebas or Dictyostelia are members of the supergroup of 
amoebozoans, the closest sister group to the opisthokonts that contain the animals 
and fungi (Baldauf 2003). A recently constructed molecular phylogeny divides all 
known Dictyostelia into 4 major groups (Schaap, Winckler et al. 2006). The most 
derived group 4 contains Dictyostelid species that use cAMP as chemottractant for 
aggregation (acrasin), including the model organism D. discoideum.  Dictyostelia 
from the other groups use other attractants, such as glorin for Polysphondylium 
violaceum, P. pallidum and D. caveatum and folic acid for D. minutum (Shimomura, 
Suthers et al. 1982; De Wit and Konijn 1983).  
  Earlier studies revealed that even species that do not use cAMP for 
aggregation would use cAMP to coordinate slug and fruiting body morphogenesis 
after aggregation (Schaap, Konijn et al. 1984; Schaap, Van Lookeren Campagne et 
al. 1986; Fukushima and Maeda 1991; Dormann, Weijer et al. 1997). This suggests 
that extracellular cAMP signalling has a conserved universal role to coordinate 
fruiting body formation and a derived role in aggregation. In agreement with this  
 




hypothesis a recent study showed that cAMP receptor (cAR) orthologs are only 
expressed after aggregation in early diverging species, but became expressed 
during aggregation from a second distal promoter in group 4 taxa (Alvarez-Curto, 
Rozen et al. 2005).  
 In its role as chemoattractant, cAMP is typically secreted in an oscillatory 
manner. In D. discoideum, some starving amoebae start to secrete cAMP pulses 
which are relayed by surrounding cells and trigger chemotactic movement towards 
the cAMP source and consequently aggregation (Goldbeter 2006). After 
aggregation, oscillatory cAMP secretion continues from the tip region of slugs and 
now coordinates the cell movement that shapes the slugs and fruiting bodies (Weijer 
2004). Oscillatory cAMP signalling requires cAR-mediated activation of adenylyl 
cyclase A (ACA), which synthesizes cAMP that is rapidly secreted. Continued 
stimulation leads to desensitization of cARs blocking further cAMP production 
(Zhang, Goswami et al. 2005). The extracellular cyclic nucleotide 
phosphodiesterase, PdsA degrades cAMP, allowing the cells to become re-
sensitized for the next cAMP pulse. In addition PdsA generates steep chemotactic 
gradients around the cells and is therefore an essential component of dynamic 
cAMP signalling (Lacombe, Podgorski et al. 1986).  
 The expression of the D. discoideum PdsA gene is controlled by three 
different promoters. The proximal late promoter directs expression in the prestalk 
region of slugs, the central, vegetative promoter directs expression during growth, 
while the distal aggregative promoter directs expression during aggregation (Faure, 
Franke et al. 1990). Expression from the aggregative and late promoters is essential 
for aggregation and post-aggregative morphogenesis respectively (Wu, Franke et al. 
1995). It has been proposed that as cAMP acquired more roles additional promoters 
were added to the primitive proximal promoter (Faure, Franke et al. 1990; Alvarez-
Curto, Rozen et al. 2005). To add to this complexity PdsA enzyme activity is 
regulated by a secreted inhibitory glycoprotein (PDI) (Wu and Franke 1990).  
 To understand how the role of PdsA in the Dictyostelia evolved, we studied 
conservation and change in PdsA genes throughout the Dictyostelium phylogeny. 
We next examined the developmental regulation of PdsA genes in group-
representative taxa and we used complementation to assess conservation of PdsA 
function. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Cell culture and development 
 
D. rosarium M45 (Dros), D. purpureum (Dpur), D. mucoroides S28 (Dmuc), 
P. Violaceum P6 (Pvio), D. minutum 71-2 (Dmin), D. rhizopodium (Drhi), P. pallidum 







and D. fasciculatum SH3 (Dfas) spores were grown in association with E. coli 281 on 
0.1% lactose/peptone (LP) agar plates [(Raper 1984) To obtain large quantities of 
cells, 1.5×108 amoebas were inoculated in 300 ml 10 mM sodium/phosphate buffer, 
pH 6.5 (PB), supplemented with a resuspended E.coli 281 pellet from a 300 ml 
stationary culture in LB. The suspension was shaken at 200 rpm until the amoeba 
had reached a density of about 3-5x106 cells/ml. D. discoideum cells were grown in 
HL5 medium.  
For developmental time courses, growing cells were washed free from 
bacteria with PB, and incubated at 22° C on non-nutrient (NN) agar (1.5 % agar in 
PB) at 5×106 cells/cm2. In some cases, pellets of activated charcoal were placed in 
the lids to improve synchronous development (Fridborg, Pedersén et al. 1978). To 
examine development after complementation, cells were harvested from growth 
medium, washed and resuspended in PB to cell densities of 108 or 107 cells/ml. The 
different cell concentrations were deposited as 10 µl droplets on black nitrocellulose 
membrane filters (Millipore; 0.45 µM) supported by NN agar and incubated for 24 
hours at 22oC.  
 
Primer Amino Acids DNA sequence 
PDEF1 LGHSHL/FDHV 5'-CCTCGGTCACAGTCATYTNGAYCAYGT-3' 
PDER1 MFGHLRPR 5'-GGTCTTGGACGGAGRTGNCCRAACAT-3' 
PDERN1 FS/C/WDTGVPS 5'-GGATGGAACACCAGTRTCNCWRAA-3' 
PdsA-51A  FSDTGV 5'-TTYTCNGAYACNGGNGTNCC-3' 
PdsA-51B  FSDTGV 5'-TTYAGYGAYACNGGNGTNCC-3' 
PdsA-3E  PEQGEPI 5'-ATIGGNWCNCCYTGYTCNGG-3'    
PdsA-3N  PNQGV/D/EI 5'-ATIGGNWCNCCYTGRTTNGG-3'     








Table 1: Designed Oligonucleotides 
A) Degenerative primers for amplification of PdsA homologous across the Dictyostelid phylogeny. Primers 
were designed against conserved amino acid region of the phosphodiesterase domain of the PdsA gene.  
B) Primers for D. minutum expression construct. Primers contain BamHI and XhoI restriction sites for cloning 











Gene identification and analysis 
  
Genomic DNA (gDNA) of species that represent all Dictyostelid groups was 
isolated as earlier described (Schaap, Winckler et al. 2006; Kawabe, Morio et al. 
2009). Degenerate oligonucleotide primers were  designed to match amino acid 
sequences that are conserved between the PDE-II domains of Ddis PdsA and a 
bacterial and 3 fungal PDEII enzymes (Genbank: EDV10448, P32782, P36599, 
Q56686). Primers PDEF1 and PDER1 (Table I) yielded 633 nt products from Dmuc, 
Dros and Dmin gDNAs, which were validated first by nested PCR with primer pair 
PDEF1 and PDER1N and next by DNA sequencing.  
The Dmin PCR product was used to screen a gDNA library, resulting in 
cloning of a full length Dmin PdsA ORF (see below).  Conserved regions between 
the Dmin and Ddis ORF could then be used to design primer combinations that 
successfully amplified PdsAs from more basal species. A combination of forward 
primers PdsA-51A and PdsA51B with reverse primers PdsA-3E and PdsA-3N 
yielded around 300 bp products from Pvio, Drhi, Aana, Daus and Dfas gDNAs. Full-
length Dfas- and Ppal PdsA genes could very recently be retrieved from ongoing 
genome sequencing projects in these species (http://genome.imb-
jena.de/dictyostelium). The PCR program was composed of 35 cycles (95° C, 30 
sec; 50° C, 30 sec; 68° C, 30 sec).  The amplified PCR fragments were sub-cloned 
in the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega) and their sequence was determined from 3 
independent clones.  
 
Cloning and expression of DminPdsA  
  
The Dmin PdsA PCR product was used to screen a custom-made λZAPII 
library (Stratagene) of sheared D. minutum gDNA and yielded 6 positive plaques. 
Their pBluescript phagemids were isolated by in vitro excision according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and their 4.71, 3.82, 4.74, 4.90, 6.50 and 6.53 kb inserts 
were sequenced. The sequences could be assembled into a 9.02-bp contig, which 
included Dmin PdsA with three flanking ORFs. Blast searches of the entire GenBank 
database revealed that these ORFs were most similar to D. discoideum 
DDB0218780, DDB0218778 and DdisAbcF1. 
 To generate an expression construct for gene complementation a 1.3-kb 
fragment, which includes the complete coding region of Dmin PdsA without its single 
intron, was amplified from λZAPII clone P6  using oligonucleotides Dmin-PdsA-Ex5 
and Dmin-PdsA-Ex3 (Table 1) that contained BamHI and XhoI restriction sites 
respectively. After BamHI/XhoI digestion the PCR product was cloned into similarly 
digested vector pDV-CYFP (Meima, Weening et al. 2007), which places a 
DminPdsA-YFP gene fusion downstream of the constitutively active D. discoideum  
actin 15 promoter, yielding plasmid A15:DminPdsA. The plasmid was verified by 






The D. discoideum PdsA null mutant Uk7- (Sucgang, Weijer et al. 1997) 
was transformed by electroporation with two independently sequenced plasmid 
clones, 420 and 421 (Knecht and Ming Pang 1995). Briefly, cells were harvested, 
washed twice in H-50 buffer (20 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
MgSO4, 5 mM NaHCO3 and 1 mM NaH2PO4.H2O) and resuspended to 5x107 
cells/ml. 100 µl aliquots of cell suspension were pulsed twice with 6 µg of DNA at 
0.65 V. Transformants were selected by growth in HL5 medium supplemented with 




 Deduced amino-acid sequences of partial and full length Dictyostelid PdsA and 
non-Dictyostelid PDEII sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW (Chenna, 
Sugawara et al. 2003). Stretches of sequence that could not be unambiguously 
aligned were deleted.  Bayesian inference was used to construct a PdsA phylogeny 
(Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). A mixed amino-acid model was used with rate 
variation across sites estimated by a gamma distribution with a proportion of 
invariable sites and four rate categories. The analysis was run for 500.000 
generations at which point the average standard deviation of split frequencies was 
0.0123.  Posterior probabilities were averaged over the final 75% of trees.  
 
RNA isolation and Northern blot analysis 
 
Total RNA was isolated from cells developing on NN agar at 2 hours 
intervals until fruiting bodies had been formed. RNA was size fractionated on 1.5 % 
agarose gels containing 2.2 M formaldehyde and transferred to nylon membranes 
(Genescreen). Membranes were hybridised at 60° C to [α-32P]dATP (Amersham) 
labelled DdisPdsA, DrosPdsA, PvioPdsA, DminPdsA, PpalPdsA, DfasPdsA and 
DausPdsA. After washes under high stringency, conditions blots were exposed to X-
ray film. The same blots were stripped by boiling for 30 minutes in 0.1 % SDS and 
re-probed with the DdisIG7 gene that is expressed constitutively throughout D. 
discoideum development.  
 
PDE assays  
  
To measure cAMP hydrolysis, cells were starved in PB for 5 h at a density 
of 107 cells/ml. Cells were pelleted, resuspended to 108 cells/ml and diluted 1:10 or 
1:100 times in PB. Aliquots of 16 µl cell suspensions were incubated for 30 minutes 
at 22 °C with 100 nM [2,8-3H]AMP (Amersham) in a total volume of 20 µl in the 








Reactions were terminated after 30 minutes by boiling the suspensions for 
1 min. The product, [2,8-3H]AMP, was further hydrolysed to [2,8-3H]adenosine by 
incubation for 30 min at 37° C with 10 µg of Naja messambica snake venom which 
has 5’nucleotidase activity (SA venom suppliers, Louis Trichardt, SA). Finally, 100 µl 
of the anion exchange resin Dowex (AG1×2) was added to remove the remaining 
unhydrolysed [2,8-3H]cAMP from [2,8-3H]adenosine. After 10 min of incubation, 
under regular mixing, samples were centrifuged for 2 min at 14000 g and 50 µl of the 
supernatant was measured by scintillation counting. Assays were performed in 





Identification of PdsA genes in group representative taxa 
  
 We used a PCR approach with degenerate oligonucleotide primers to amplify 
homologs of the D. discoideum (Ddis) PdsA gene from group representative taxa. 
Figure 1A, shows a schematic representation of the SSU rRNA phylogeny of the 
Dictyostelia and illustrates the position of the test species. The first set of primers 
was designed to match regions conserved between the PDE-II domain of DdisPdsA 
and non-dictyostelid PDE-II type enzymes. This set only yielded products from two 
other group 4 taxa, D. mucoroides (Dmuc) and D. rosarium (Dros) and from a group 
3 taxon D. minutum (Dmin).  
 The Dmin PdsA product was subsequently used to screen a genomic library. 
This yielded a full-length PdsA gene (see below), the sequence of which was used to 
design more specific primers for dictyostelid PdsAs. These primers yielded a single 
sequence from another group 3 taxon D. rhizopodium (Drhi), the group-intermediate 
taxon P. violeceum (Pvio), the group 1 taxa D. aureo-stipes (Daus) and D. 
fasciculatum (Dfas), and triple sequences from the group 2 taxon A. anastamosans 
(Aana).  Complete coding sequences for the Dpur-, Ppal- and DfasPdsA or -PDE7 
genes were recently obtained from ongoing genome sequencing projects. All derived 
partial and complete PdsA amino acid sequences were aligned with previously 
published D. discoideum PdsA and PDE7 sequences and with the closest PdsA 
homologs in non-dictyostelid organisms, which are two PDEII sequences from 
Legionella pneumophila and Flavobacterium johnsoniae (see supplement 1).  
 The sequence alignment was used to determine phylogenetic relationships 














Figure 1: PdsA identification and phylogeny 
A) Schematic of molecular phylogeny of Dictyostelia based on small subunit rRNA sequences. The tree 
shown illustrates the position of the test species and sequences from solitary amoebae were used to root the 
tree. The major groups are colour coded: purple= group 4; blue= group 3; green= group 2; and red= group 1. 
B) PdsA phylogeny. Phylogenetic relationships between sequences were determined by Bayesian inference 
from 100 (partial PCR products) to 450 (full length protein) well-aligned positions (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 
2003). The tree was rooted on the bacterial PDEII sequences. The Bayesian inference posterior probabilities 
of nodes are indicated. Branch lengths are drawn to scale as indicated by the scale bar at the lower left. The 
taxonomic position of the source species is colour coded according to the major groups. 
C) Screening of a D. minutum genomic DNAlibrary with theDminPdsA PCR product yielded a 9.02-kb contig. 
This contig contains DminPdsA and three flanking genes, which we denote DmB0218780, DmB0218778 and 
DmAbcF1. These genes are most similar to the D. discoideum genes DdB0218780, DdB0218778 and 
DdAbcF1 respectively, which occupy the same positions relative to DdisPdsA on chromosome 4.  
 




 The analysis showed that the clustering of PdsA sequences follows the 
clustering of species within the four taxon groups. However, the order of divergence 
of group-specific clusters is not clearly resolved.  The PdsA gene appears two have 
duplicated twice in the group 2 taxon Aana and there is a second independent 
duplication in the group 4 taxa Ddis and Dpur. Only a single PdsA gene is present in 
another group 2 taxon Ppal for which we have now complete genome sequence 
(Gloeckner, Schaap et al., in preparation). This suggests that the two gene 
duplications of Aana are restricted to the clade of Acytostelids.  
 The partial DminPdsA PCR product was used to screen a Dmin λZAP genomic 
library. Six positive clones were identified, which could be assembled into a 9.02 kb 
contig (Fig. 1C). This contig contains DminPdsA and three flanking genes, which we 
denote DMB0218780, DMB0218778 and DmAbcF1. These genes are most similar 
to the D. discoideum genes DDB0218780, DDB0218778 and DdAbcF1 respectively, 
which occupy the same positions relative to DdisPdsA on chromosome 4.  Thus 
there is synteny between the Ddis and Dmin genomes and DminPdsA is a true 
ortholog of DdisPdsA. 
 
Developmental regulation of PdsA expression 
 
  We next investigated the developmental regulation of the identified PdsA 
genes are expressed in the different taxa. For some delicate species such as Drhi 
and Aana it proved to be impossible to obtain sufficiently synchronized development 
for this purpose. The other test species were incubated on NN agar until fruiting 
bodies had been formed. Total RNA was extracted at 2-h intervals, and the 
progression of development was photographed. Northerns of total RNA isolated 
were hybridized to [α-32P]dATP labelled -DdisPdsA, -DrosPdsA, -PvioPdsA, -
DminPdsA, -PpalPdsA, -DfasPdsA or –DausPdsA, respectively.  
 Figure 2 shows that in the group 3 taxon D min single PdsA mRNA appears 
shortly after aggregation. This is in agreement earlier data showing that PdsA activity 
in D. minutum was only detectable after aggregation (Schaap and Spek 1984). In the 
group 2 taxon Ppal, two different mRNAs are predominantly transcribed after 
aggregation. However, the same blot after re-probing with PpalIG7 also shows a lack 
of IG7 transcript before aggregation, which is a direct indication of lack of mRNA 
(see supplement 2). Surprisingly, in the group 1 taxon Dfas, PsdA expression is 
highest during growth and declines gradually during development. In the second 
group 1 taxon Daus, expression of 2 mRNAs is also highest during growth, with one 
transcript re-appearing during aggregation.  In the group 4 taxa Dros and Ddis two 
transcripts are visible throughout development and this is also the case for Pvio. 
Evidently, there is considerable variation in the complexity of PdsA transcription that 





Figure 2: Developmental regulation of PdsA gene expression  
Cells of the indicated three species were incubated on agar until fruiting bodies had formed. Total RNA was 
extracted at 2-h intervals, and the progression of development was photographed. Northern blots were 
probed at 60°C with [32P]dATP -DdisPdsA, -DrosPdsA, -PvioPdsA, -DminPdsA, -PpalPdsA, -DfasPdsA and 
-DausPdsA PCR products, respectively, and washed at high stringency. The same blots were re-probed with 
the DdisIG7 gene that is expressed constitutively throughout Ddis development (see supplement 2).  
 
 




Functional analysis of DminPdsA 
  
 To investigate whether DminPdsA is a functional cAMP-PDE, we fused 
DminPdsA to the constitutive A15 promoter and tested whether this construct could 
restore the aggregation deficient phenotype of Ddis mutant Uk7 that harbours a 
disruption in the PdsA gene. Figure 3A shows that expression of A15:DminPdsA in 




Figure 3: Rescue of function 
A construct was made that harbors the DminpdsA gene under the actin 15 promoter. Subsequently, the 
A15:DminPdsA gene fusion constructs 420 and 421 were introduced into the D. discoideum PdsA- mutant, 
UK7-.which yielded Uk7:DminPdsA cellines 420 and 421. 
(A) Restoration of development. The UK7-, AX3, 420 and 421 cellines were developed on filters at 22°C and 
photographed after 24 hours. Panel (i) shows cells at higher cell density and (ii) at lower cell density. 
(B) Restoration of hydrolytic activity. The Uk7-, AX3, 420 and 421 were starved for 5 hours at 107 cells/ml in 
PB. Subsequently cells were pelleted, resuspended to 108 cells/ml, diluted 1:10 or 1:100 and assayed for 
[2,8-3H]cAMP hydrolysis. Data are means +/- SD derived from four experiments and expressed as 
percentage of the maximum hydrolysis of [2,8-3H]cAMP obtained with undiluted AX3. 
(C) Effect of varying concentrations of non-radiolabelled cAMP on the hydrolysis of the 3H-cAMP by 
DdisPdsA (AX3) and DminPdsA (420 and 421). Data are means +/- SEM derived from two experiments and 
expressed as percentage of the maximum hydrolysis of [2,8-3H]cAMP obtained with the lowest concentration 







 However, whereas complete rescue was obtained at a cell density of 2x106 
cells/cm2, at lower densities smaller and slightly aberant fruiting bodies are formed.  
This effect might be due to the fact that the constitutive A15 promoter causes ectopic 
overexpression of DminPdsA. Defects in late morphogenesis were also caused by 
overexpression of DdisPdsA from the A15 promoter (Faure, Podgorski et al. 1988). 
Because the DminPdsA fully restores aggregation and development of the Uk7 
mutant, it is likely that DminPdsA encodes for an active extracellular PDE. 
 To test this directly, we measured the hydrolysis of 100 nM [2,8-3H]cAMP by 
progressive dilutions of Uk7-, AX3, and the Uk7:DminPdsA cells. Figure 3B shows 
that while the Uk7 cells only show significant cAMP hydrolysis at high cell densities, 
the two Uk7:DminPdsA cell lines 420 an 421 show similar hydrolytic activity as wild-
type AX3 cells.  The residual hydrolysis of Uk7 cells has been reported to be caused 
by DdisPDE7 activity, but this is apparently insufficient to restore aggregation 
(Bader, Kortholt et al. 2007). 
To assess whether DminPdsa has a similar affinity (Km) for substrate as DdisPdsA, 
we measured [2,8-3H]cAMP hydrolysis in the presence of increasing concentration of 
unlabeled cAMP. Figure 3C shows that at least 10x higher cAMP concentrations are 
required to compete for [2,8-3H]cAMP hydrolysis by Dmin PdsA than for Ddis PdsA, 




PdsA genes are deeply conserved in Dictyostelid evolution 
   
  Extracellular cAMP pulses coordinate the aggregation of starving amoebae 
and fruiting body morphogenesis in the model organism D. discoideum. Extracellular 
cAMP is produced by an adenylyl cyclase A, and degraded by the extracellular 
phosphodiesterase PDE, PdsA. Together with the cAMP receptors, cARs, these 
enzymes are essential for oscillatory cAMP signalling. D. discoideum is a member of 
the most recently diverged group 4 of the Dictyostelia and all tested species in this 
group use extracellular cAMP as chemoattractant for aggregation. However, this is 
not the case for species in groups 1-3, which use folic acid, glorin, pterin or unknown 
compounds to aggregate (Shimomura, Suthers et al. 1982; De Wit and Konijn 1983). 
Remarkably, cAMP receptors are present group 1-3 species. However, they are only 
expressed during post-aggregative development and ablation of cAMP receptor 
function blocks fruiting body formation and not aggregation in these species. This 
suggests that all species use extracellular cAMP signalling to coordinate post-
aggregative morphogenesis and that the use of cAMP as chemoattractant is a recent 
innovation (Schaap, Konijn et al. 1984; Schaap, Van Lookeren Campagne et al. 
1986; Fukushima and Maeda 1991; Dormann, Weijer et al. 1997; Alvarez-Curto, 
Rozen et al. 2005; Kawabe, Morio et al. 2009). 
 
 




During aggregation, degradation of extracellular cAMP by PdsA is critical to support 
oscillatory cAMP signalling (Lacombe, Podgorski et al. 1986; Podgorski, Faure et al. 
1988), while after aggregation PdsA is required to sustain oscillatory cAMP signalling 
for coordinated cell movement and fruiting body morphogenesis (Wu, Franke et al. 
1995; Sucgang, Weijer et al. 1997). 
  To substantiate the evidence that secreted cAMP signalling is a universal 
signal for control of morphogenesis, we investigated the conservation of of the PdsA 
gene throughout the Dictyostelid phylogeny. By using a PCR approach we identified 
PdsA homologs in all investigated group-representative species, with independent 
events of gene duplication in a subset of group 1, 2 and 4 species.  A full-length 
PdsA gene was cloned from the group 3 species D. minutum, which has the same 
flanking genes as the D. discoideum PdsA, indicating that it is a true ortholog of this 
gene.  Full-length PdsA genes were also retrieved from ongoing P. pallidum and D. 
fasciculatum genome sequencing projects. However, these genomes show very 
limited synteny with the D. discoideum genome, which precludes confirmation of 
orthology between conserved genes. 
 
D.minutum PdsA encodes a functional cAMP phosphodiesterase 
  
 To investigate whether the lower PdsA genes encoded functional 
phosphodiesterases we complemented the D. discoideum PdsA null mutant Uk7 with 
the D.minutum PdsA gene. Complementation with DminPdsA partially restored 
aggregation and fruiting body formation of Uk7-.  The Uk7:DminPdsA cells also 
regained the ability to hydrolyze extracellular cAMP, although the Km of DminPdsA 
appeared to be significantly lower than that of DdisPdsA. This could be related to the 
fact that secreted cAMP can accumulate to higher concentrations in aggregates, 
where DminPdsA is active, than in a field of starving cells, where DdisPdsA 
additionally operates. 
 
Developmental regulation of PdsA expression throughout the phylogeny 
  
 The regulation of the PdsA gene in D.discoideum is complex with 1.9, 2.4 and 
2.2 kb mRNAs expressed from growth, aggregation and late promoters respectively 
(Faure, Franke et al. 1990). Except for Dmin which appears to express a single 
mRNA after aggregation, all other taxa also express at least two transcripts with 
different developmental regulation. Most strikingly is the strong expression of PdsA 
during aggregation of the group 1 taxa Dfas and Daus.  These taxa do not express 
cAMP receptors at this stage and do not use cAMP for aggregation. This raises a 
conundrum of what might be the function of an extracellular cAMP 
phosphodiesterase at this stage.  Generation of PdsA null mutants in these taxa will 















Supplement 1: Aminoacid alignment 
Alignment of all test species PdsA and bacterial PDEII amino acid sequences with D. discoideum PdsA and 
PDE7 sequences by using CLUSTALW. Partial 100-630 bp PdsA sequences were amplified by PCR from 
genomic DNA of test species. Complete coding sequences for DminPdsA were obtained by screening a 
Dmin λZAP genomic library with the DminPdsA PCR product. Complete coding sequences for the Dpur-, 
Ppal- and DfasPdsA genes were obtained from ongoing genome sequencing projects. Aminoacid residues 
that are identical are shaded grey.  
Genbank accession numbers for published sequences are: D. discoideum PdsA: XP_637948; D. discoideum 
















Supplement 2:  
Cells of the indicated four species were incubated on agar until fruiting bodies had formed. Total RNA was 
extracted at 2-h intervals, and the progression of development was photographed. Northern blots were 
probed first at 60°C with [32P]dATP -DrosPdsA, -PvioPdsA, -DminPdsA, -PpalPdsA and -DfasPdsA, 
respectively, and washed at high stringency (See figure 2). The same blots were re-probed with the DdisIG7 
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 In the model organism Dictyostelium discoideum, intracellular and secreted 
cAMP control cell differentiation and morphogenesis throughout development. 
Aggregation and development is initiated by pulsatile production and secretion of 
cAMP. After aggregation, extracellular cAMP binding to surface cAMP receptors and 
intracellular cAMP binding to cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) is required to 
induce prespore differentiation. Later, a second episode of PKA activation triggers 
stalk and spore maturation. cAMP is produced by three structurally distinct adenylyl 
cyclases, ACA, ACG and ACB. Adenylyl cyclase ACA, which is expressed at high 
levels during aggregation, is responsible for cAMP production at this stage. Adenylyl 
cyclase B (ACB) produces cAMP for maturation, but the cAMP source for prespore 
induction was for a long time obscure. Traditionally, ACG was thought to be only 
expressed in spores, where it functions as an osmosensor controlling spore 
germination by acting on PKA. But more recently, ACG was shown to produce the 
cAMP needed for prespore induction. We show here that ACG activity becomes 
increasingly non-linear while cells are starving which is remarkably similar to ACA 
activation. Furthermore, we show that this response is mediated through the cAMP 
receptors, but unlike ACA, does not require heterotrimeric G-proteins. Finally we 
provide hypotheses about the molecular mechanism and the developmental role of 
this transient ACG mediated cAMP production.  
 
Key words: Dictyostelium discoideum / adenylyl cyclase / activation kinetics / 




 Throughout development of the social amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum, 
intracellular and secreted cAMP play crucial roles in controlling cell movement and 
gene regulation (Saran, Meima et al. 2002). When food is depleted, some amoebae 
begin to release pulses of cAMP. Neighbouring cells respond by chemotactic 
movement towards the cAMP source. In addition, they themselves will start to 
secrete cAMP pulses. As a result, waves of cAMP propagate through the cell 
population and the cells stream towards the original source of the pulses to form an 
aggregate, which can consist of up to 105 cells. Following aggregation, cells 
construct a multicellular slug and differentiate into prespore and prestalk cells in a 
3:1 ratio. Prestalk cells will sort to the anterior of the slug, while prespore cells 
occupy the posterior region of the slug. Eventually, the slugs transforms into a 
fruiting body consisting of a mass of spores supported by a stalk. 
In addition to chemotaxis, the cAMP pulses also upregulate expression of 
aggregation genes, while after aggregation, secreted cAMP induces the expression 
of prespore genes and inhibits stalk gene expression (Wang, Van Driel et al. 1988;  
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Soede, Hopper et al. 1996). cAMP is detected in Dictyostelium by 4 homologous G-
protein coupled cAMP receptors (cARs 1-4). The four cARs differ in ligand affinity, 
and show different spatio-temporal expression patterns (Kim, Borleis et al. 1998).  
In its classical role as intracellular second messenger, cAMP induces the 
maturation of stalk and spore cells, and maintains spore dormancy under conditions 
that are unfavorable for cell growth. These functions are all mediated by cAMP 
dependent protein kinase (PKA) (Loomis 1998). 
cAMP is produced by three structurally distinct adenylyl cyclases, ACA, 
ACG and ACB. The aggregation-associated adenylyl cyclase A (ACA) is structurally 
similar to the mammalian G-protein regulated cyclases with 12 transmembrane 
helices (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992; Kriebel and Parent 2004).  ACA is maximally 
expressed during aggregation and it is thereafter down-regulated in all cells except 
those at the slug tip (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992; Verkerke-van Wijk, Fukuzawa et al. 
2001). ACA produces the cAMP pulses that are required for aggregation and post-
aggregative morphogenesis (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992). It is activated in a complex 
indirect manner through cAMP binding to cARs. Binding leads to dissociation of the 
G-protein G2 into its α and βγ subunits and also results in activation of the small 
GTPase RasC (Pupillo, Insall et al. 1992; Wu, Valkema et al. 1995; Lim, Spiegelman 
et al. 2001). Co-activation of βγ subunit and RasC via distinct mechanisms causes 
recruitment of _phosphatidylinositol 3' kinases (PI3K) to the plasma membrane, 
where it phosphorylates the membrane lipid phosphatydyl-inositol-bis-phosphate 
(PIP2) to form phosphatydyl-inositol-tris-phosphate (PIP3) (Kae, Kortholt et al. 
2007). PIP3 then causes translocation of the Cytosolic Regulator of Adenylyl 
Cyclase (CRAC) to the plasma membrane by binding to the pleckstrin homologue 
(PH) domain of CRAC, which in turn activates ACA (Comer, Lippincott et al. 2005).  
Prolonged stimulation with cAMP causes desensitization of cARs and cessation of 
ACA activation (Dinauer, Steck et al. 1980; Van Haastert 1987). The mechanisms of 
this adaptation process are as yet poorly understood.  
Adenylyl cyclase B (ACB), encoded by AcrA, is most related to the adenylyl 
cyclases from cyanobacteria. ACB is expressed at low levels during growth and 
expression increases strongly in the slug stage to reach a maximum at culmination 
(Soderbom, Anjard et al. 1999). ACB produces cAMP that is needed for spore and 
stalk maturation (Meima and Schaap 1999). 
  The germination adenylyl cyclase (ACG) is expressed at low levels during 
the entire course of development with a strong increase at the spore stage. 
Remarkably, ACG protein is absent during aggregation to increase strongly in the 
posterior region of the slug (Alvarez-Curto, Saran et al. 2007). ACG has two 
transmembrane domains that flank an extracellular domain, and an intracellular 
catalytic domain. ACG activity is upregulated by high osmolarity, a condition that 
keeps spores dormant in the spore head. This effect is mediated by ACG acting on 






was shown to produce the cAMP needed for prespore differentiation (Alvarez-Curto, 
Saran et al. 2007). 
In this work we investigated the kinetics of ACG activation in living cells. We 
found that ACG synthesizes cAMP at a constant rate when expressed in vegetative 
cells. However ACG activity becomes increasingly more transient while cells are 
starving. 
We show that this is due to positive and negative feedback on activation by secreted 
cAMP. Similar to ACA activation, this response requires cAMP receptors, but unlike 
ACA it does not depend on activation of heterotrimeric G-proteins.  
 




G418, Dithiothreitol (DTT), 2’3’isopropylidene adenosine (IPA), 2’-
deoxyadenosine 3’:5’ monophosphate (2’deoxy cAMP) and guanosine 5’-[γ-
thio]triphosphate (GTPγS) were from Sigma (St.Louis, MO, USA); nucleopore filters 
(pore size 3 µm) were from Corning (New York, USA); and  [2,8-3H]cAMP was from 
Amersham Biosciences (Little Chalfont, Bucks., UK). 
 
Cell transformation, culture and development 
 
For the first set of experiments, aca- cells that express plasmid pGSP1 
were used (aca-/ACG).  This plasmid harbors full-length ACG under the actin15 
promoter. (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992) For the next sets of experiments, aca- cells (Pitt, 
Milona et al. 1992) and car1car3 cells (Insall, Soede et al. 1994) were transformed 
with a slightly different plasmid A15::ACG-YFP. For this we amplified genomic ACG 
DNA from vector pBS-ACG with primers Co-DdACG-XhoI 
(AACCTCGAGCTTTTTTTGATTCTACATTTTCGTC) and N-BamHI-DdACG 
(AAAGGATCCAAAACATTTGTAAAGATACTATCTC). The BamHI-XhoI digested 
fragment was used to place ACG downstream of the actin15 promoter and start 
codon and upstream of the yellow fluorescence protein (YFP) gene into vector 
pBS17S. 
Transformation was done by electroporation according to Knecht. (Knecht 
and Ming Pang 1995) Briefly, cells were harvested, washed twice in H-50 buffer (20 
mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 5 mM NaHCO3 and 1 mM 
NaH2PO4.H2O) and resuspended as 5*107 cells/ml. 100 µl of cells with 6 µg of DNA 
were pulsed twice at 0.65 V.  
All cell lines were grown in HL5 axenic medium supplemented with 5 µg/µl 
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ACG assay in intact cells 
 
Exponentially growing aca/ACG cells were harvested from axenic medium 
and resuspended to 108 cells/ml in 10 mM sodium/phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 (PB). To 
induce development, cells were incubated at 107 cells/cm2 on NN agar (1.5 % agar 
in PB) at 22° C. Next cells were harvested and resuspended to 108 cells/ml in 10 mM 
phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 (PB). 
25 µl aliquots of cell suspension were incubated with or without 10 mM IPA 
in a total volume of 30 µl in microtiter plate wells. Reactions were started by adding 5 
µl 50 µM 2-deoxy cAMP in 50 mM DTT, and terminated at variable time intervals 
with 30 µl 3.5% (v/v) perchloric acid. Lysates were neutralized with 15 µl 50% 
saturated KHCO3 and 75 µl cAMP buffer (4 mM EDTA in 150 mM sodium 
phosphate, pH 7.5). cAMP levels were determined by isotope dilution assay. 
 
Assay of ACG in cell lysates 
 
Cells were harvested, washed and resuspended in ice-cold lysis buffer (250 
mM sucrose in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) at 108 cells/ml and lysed on ice through 3 
µm nucleopore filters, in the presence or absence of 30 µM GTPγS. Aliquots of 10 µl 
cell lysate were added on ice to 5 µl of assay mix (2 mM ATP, 0.8 mM IBMX and 40 
mM DTT in lysis buffer), with addition of either 5 ul 8 mM MgCl2 (Mg2+ assay mix) or 
MnCl2 (Mn2+ assay mix). After 5 min of incubation on ice, reactions were started by 
transferring the samples to a 22 °C water bath. Reactions were terminated by adding 
10 µl of 0.4 M EDTA (pH 8.0) followed by boiling for 1 min. cAMP levels were 
assayed directly in the boiled lysate by isotope dilution assay. For all assays the 




cAMP production by ACG becomes non-linear in starving cells 
 
Spores are not accessible to direct assays for ACG activity, but the enzyme 
can be conveniently measured when expressed from the actin 15 promoter in aca- 
cells (aca-/ACG). Dictyostelium cells secrete almost all cAMP that they synthesize, 
and after addition of dithiothreitol (DTT), which inhibits the extracellular cAMP 
phosphodiesterase (PdsA) (Orlow, Shapiro et al. 1981), ACG activity is evident by 
linear accumulation cAMP production (Fig. 1A). The rate of cAMP accumulation is 
about 2-fold higher in the presence of either, 0.2 M sucrose or 0.1 M sorbitol, as 








After cells have starved for 2 hours, the kinetics of cAMP accumulation becomes 
very different. Without solute stimulation, cAMP levels peaks at 5-10 min and 
thereafter decreases (Fig. 1B). In the presence of solute, cAMP levels increase to 
about 2 fold higher levels in 5 minutes, and thereafter remain constant. After 4 h of 
starvation, the addition of DTT triggers even more pronounced transient 
accumulation of cAMP in the absence of solute. With solute, cAMP levels increase 




Figure 1: Effect of osmolarity on ACG activity in aca-/ACG cells 
Vegetative (A), 2 hours starved (B) or 4 hour starved (C) aca-/ACG cells were collected and resuspended to 
108 cells/ml. Subsequently, aliquots of cells were incubated with 5 mM DTT in the presence of 100 mM NaCl 
(■), 200 mM sucrose (●) or without additives (○). At indicated time periods, reactions were terminated and 
assayed for total accumulated cAMP by isotope dilution assay. Means and SD of three time courses, 
assayed in quadruplicate are presented. 
 
ACG mediated cAMP production in starving cells is inhibited by IPA 
 
The transient ACG mediated cAMP production in starving cells is 
remarkably similar to ACA mediated cAMP production in response to cAMP 
stimulation. (Dinauer, Steck et al. 1980) Although cAMP was not added in our 
assays, it will inevitably aacumulate extracellularly once DTT has been added. The 
effect of cAMP is mediated by cAMP receptors (cARs) and can be inhibited by 
purine nucleosides, such as 2’3’isopropylidene adenosine (IPA), which inhibits the 
binding of cAMP to cARs. (Van Lookeren Campagne, Schaap et al. 1986) 
To determine if DTT induced ACG mediated cAMP accumulation is similarly 
dependent on cARs, we measured the effect of IPA on this response in vegetative 
and starving cells. For this experiment we used aca- cells that were freshly 
transformed with a slightly different construct in which ACG was fused to YFP at the 
carboxyl-terminus (aca-/ACG-YFP). Figure 2A shows that in growing cells IPA has 
no effect on the linear accumulation of cAMP. However, in 4 hours starved cells IPA 
effectively inhibits the transient cAMP accumulation by ACG. This suggests that 
ACG is upregulated by cARs in starved cells.  
 
 





Figure 2: Effect of IPA on ACG activity in aca-/ACG cells 
Vegetative (A), or 4 hour starved (B) aca-/ACG-YFP cells were collected and resuspended to 108 cells/ml. 
Subsequently, aliquots of cells were incubated with 5 mM DTT, with (●) or without 0.1 mM IPA (○). cAMP 
was assayed at the indicated time intervals. Means and SD of three time courses, assayed in quadruplicate 
are presented. 
 
Effects of 2’H-cAMP and GTPγS on ACG activity in starved cells 
 
To confirm that the apparent stimulatory effect of DTT results from 
preventing cAMP hydrolysis and not from more direct interference with ACG activity, 
we also tested whether a cAR agonist, 2’H-cAMP, can activate ACG in the absence 
of DTT. Figure 3A, shows that 2’H-cAMP induces transient cAMP accumulation in 
aca-/ACG-YFP cells although the accumulation is much higher when cAMP 




Figure 3:  Effects of 2’HcAMP and GTPϒS on ACG activity in developing cells 
A). 4 Hour starved aca-/ACG-YFP cells were collected and resuspended to 108 cells/ml. Subsequently, 
aliquots were incubated in the presence of 5 mM DTT (○), 5 µM 2’HcAMP (●) or 5 µM 2’HcAMP and 5 mM 
DTT (▲). At the indicated time intervals, reactions were terminated and assayed for cAMP accumulation. B). 
4 Hour starved wild-type and aca-/ACG-YFP cells were collected and resuspended in lysis buffer at 108 
cells/ml and subsequently lysed on ice through nucleopore filters, in the presence (■) or absence (□) of 30 
µM GTPγS. Subsequently aliquots of cell lysate were incubated with Mg2+ or Mn2+ assay mix as indicated. 
Reactions were started, by transferring the samples to a 22 °C water bath and terminated by addition of 
EDTA. cAMP was  assayed and standardized on the protein content of the lysate. Means and SD of three 





In addition to cAR1, the activation of ACA also requires the heterotrimeric 
G-protein G2. (Pupillo, Insall et al. 1992) To test whether ACG activation is also 
mediated by a G protein, we tested the effect of GTPγS, a direct activator of G-
proteins, on ACG activity in cell lysates. Figure 3B shows that GTPγS activates ACA 
effectively in 4 hour starved cells, but has no effect on ACG activity.  This suggests 
that ACG activity is not under G-protein regulation. 
 
ACG activity in cAR null mutants 
 
The observation that IPA inhibits cAMP production in developing cells but 
not in growing cells suggests that ACG activation is mediated by binding of cAMP to 
cARs, as. D. discoideum has four different cARs, of which cAR1 and cAR3 are 
important for the activation of ACA. (Insall, Soede et al. 1994) To provide further 
evidence that ACG activation is dependent on cARs, we transformed a car1car3 null 












Figure 4:  ACG activity in car1-/car3- null mutants 
Vegetative (A), or 4 hour starved (B) car1car3/ACG-YFP cells were collected and resuspended to 108 
cells/ml. Subsequently, aliquots of cells were stimulated with 5 µM 2’HcAMP and 5 mM DTT, in the presence 
(●) or absence (○) of 0.1 mM IPA. cAMP accumulation was assayed at the indicated time periods. Means 
and SD of three time courses, ssayed in quadruplicate are presented.  
 
Next we measured the effect loss of cARs on cAMP accumulation in 
growing and 4 hour starving car1car3/ACG-YFP cells. 
Figure 4A shows that in growing cells loss of cARs has no effect on the 
linear accumulation of cAMP, and that IPA does not effect cAMP production by ACG 
at this stage. However in 4 hours starved cells, cAMP accumulation by ACG is 












Aggregation and development is initiated by pulsatile production and 
secretion of cAMP. ACA, which is expressed at high levels during aggregation, is 
responsible for cAMP production at this stage (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992). Its activity is 
upregulated by a complex mechanism that is initiated by cAMP binding to cARs 
leading in succession to G-protein activation, PI3-kinase translocation to the plasma 
membrane, PIP3 production, CRAC translocation, and finally ACA activation  
(Pupillo, Insall et al. 1992; Wu, Valkema et al. 1995; Comer, Lippincott et al. 2005; 
Kae, Kortholt et al. 2007). Continued cAR occupation leads to cessation of ACA 
activation, in a process that does not require ACA to be active, but is otherwise not 
understood (Dinauer, Steck et al. 1980; Van Haastert 1987). 
Loomis and coworkers suggested a model in which intracellular cAMP 
activates the cAMP phosphodiesterase RegA by PKA mediated inhibition of the MAP 
kinase ERK2, which relieves inhibition of RegA by ERK2 (Laub and Loomis 1998; 
Maeda, Lu et al. 2004). This model is supported by a fair body of evidence, but does 
not agree with the earlier studies showing that ACA need not be itself active to be 
desensitized to by continued occupancy of cARs. Our results provide a new twist to 
this debate. They indicate that cAMP can also be transiently produced in response to 
cAR activation by other adenylyl cyclases than ACA.  
ACG was initially shown to be expressed in spores, where it acts as an 
osmosensor controlling spore germination (van Es, Virdy et al. 1996). Later, ACG 
protein levels were found to be markedly upregulated in the posterior region of slugs, 
where it triggers prespore differentiaton (Alvarez-Curto, Saran et al. 2007). Our 
experiments were performed under artificial conditions where ACG is expressed at 
high levels from an actin15 promoter throughout development. Earlier and current 
studies showed that in vegetative cells, ACG produces a steady output of cAMP, 
which shows an increased rate in the presence of high osmolality (van Es, Virdy et 
al. 1996). At this stage, ACG is not regulated by cAR1. However, after 4 hours of 
starvation, ACG mediated cAMP production becomes rapidly upregulated through 
positive feedback from secreted cAMP that accumulates when extracellular cAMP 
phosphodiesterase is inhibited. Both disruption of the cAR1 and cAR3 genes and 
acute inhibition of cAR function by IPA prevent cAMP-induced ACG activation, 
indicating that cARs mediate the response. However, ACG cannot be activated by 
GTPγS, suggesting that unlike ACA, heterotrimeric G-proteins do not activate ACG.  
The MAP kinase ERK2 is activated by cAMP acting on cARs and this 
response also does not require heterotrimeric G-proteins (Maeda, Aubry et al. 1996) 
(Brzostowski and Kimmel 2001). This suggests a mechanism by which transient 
ACG mediated cAMP production might occur.  In this mechanism, cAR mediated 
RegA inhibition; rather cAR mediated ACG activation causes cAMP to accumulate. 
As proposed by Loomis and Laub, cAMP activation of ERK2 leads to inhibition of the 





accumulate and be secreted, but also to activate PKA. In the Laub/Loomis model 
PKA then inactivates ERK2, causing RegA activation and cAMP degradation (Laub 
and Loomis 1998). To test the validity of this model, it should be established whether 
the presence of RegA, ERK2 or PKA are crucial for the cAR-induced ACG mediated 
cAMP accumulation. 
Our result raises the question whether the transient cAR mediated 
activation of ACG is of any developmental significance? Cyclic AMP waves can be 
visualised as optical density waves propagating through aggregation territories and 
slugs throughout development (Siegert and Weijer 1992; Dormann, Vasiev et al. 
1998; Dormann and Weijer 2001). The cAMP waves coordinate both the aggregation 
process and the cell movement that shape the slug and fruiting body (Weijer 2004).  
In the slug stage, cells in the prestalk region show spiral movement, while cells in the 
prespore region move  forward in the direction of slug migration (Bretschneider, 
Vasiev et al. 1999). This  suggested that the tip continues to produce spiral waves of 
cAMP, which propagate as scroll waves in the anterior prestalk region and as 
standing waves in the posterior prespore zone. Furthermore, ACA was thought to be 
the cyclase responsible for this cAMP production. However, Verkerke et al., showed 
that ACA expression is lost from all cells except from those at the  tip of the slug and 
ACB expression is also restricted to the slug anterior (Verkerke-van Wijk, Fukuzawa 
et al. 2001; Alvarez-Curto, Saran et al. 2007). Since ACG is expressed throughout 
the slug posterior, it could potentially act to propagate cAMP waves in this region. 
Imaging of cell movement in acg- slugs could resolve this issue. Unfortunately, even 
in wild-type slugs waves of cell movement or often poorly or not at all visible, which 
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Starving Dictyostelid amoebae secrete cAMP pulses which act as chemoattractant to 
cause aggregation and also accelerate the expression of genes that are required for 
aggregation.  Mutants with defects in cGMP synthesis or cGMP detection show 
altered myosin phosphorylation and chemotactic responsiveness to cAMP, which 
has implicated cGMP as intermediate for the chemotactic response. We report here 
that loss-of-function mutants in the cGMP phosphodiesterase, PdeD precociously 
expressed aggregative genes, which resulted in early onset of chemotactic signalling 
and development. Conversely, PdeD gain-of-function mutants showed a pronounced 
delay in aggregative gene expression, which was also observed in double null 
mutants in the Dictyostelium guanylyl cyclases sGC and GCA. Stimulation with 
cAMP pulses restored the developmental timing defect of the PdeD overexpressors 
and sgc/gca double null mutants and also restored full chemotactic responsiveness. 
These data indicate a role for cGMP in control of early gene expression, which has a 
pleiotropic effect on the chemotactic response. 
 
Keywords: cGMP-phosphodiesterase, guanylyl cyclase, heterochronicity, 




The intracellular signalling intermediate cGMP is best known for its role in 
vasodilation and vision in humans (Olshevskaya, Ermilov et al. 2002; Friebe and 
Koesling 2003). In protists, its function has been associated with cell motility and 
gamete maturation. In ciliates, a cGMP controls ciliar movement, while in the related 
alveolate parasite Plasmodium falciparum, a cGMP increase triggers the 
exflagellation of male gametes  (Kawamoto, Alejo-Blanco et al. 1990; Muhia, Swales 
et al. 2001). In the social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum cGMP has a long history 
of association with the chemotactic response. Initial experiments showed that the 
two Dictyostelium chemoattractants cAMP and folic acid both induced a rapid 
increase in cGMP levels which peaked at 10 s after stimulation (Mato, Van Haastert 
et al. 1977; Wurster, Schubiger et al. 1977). 
Involvement of cGMP in chemotaxis was further suggested by the 
identification of stmF mutants with an elevated and prolonged cGMP response, 
which was due to a defective cGMP-stimulated cGMP phosphodiesterase (Ross and 
Newell 1981; van Haastert, van Lookeren Campagne et al. 1982). These mutants 
formed extensive aggregation streams when grown as colonies on bacterial lawns. 
In response to autonomously produced cAMP waves in uniform cell lawns, stmF 
cells take a longer movement step at reduced speed, when compared to wild-type 
(Ross and Newell 1981). Upon cAMP stimulation, stmF cells displayed prolonged  
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association of myosin II with the triton-insoluble cytoskeleton, which was correlated 
with delayed myosin II heavy chain (MHC) phosphorylation (Liu and Newell 1988; 
Liu and Newell 1991). It was proposed that by inhibiting myosin II phosphorylation, 
cGMP prevented its dissociation from the cytoskeleton. 
In the early 90s, other mutants with defective chemotaxis were isolated that 
showed no attractant-induced cGMP response (Kuwayama, Ishida et al. 1993). In 
one investigated mutant KI-10, attractant induced myosin II phosphorylation and its 
association with the cytoskeleton were also absent (Liu, Kuwayama et al. 1993). 
Later studies showed that the phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chain (RLC) 
was also impaired in KI-10, thus strengthening the link between cGMP and 
cytoskeletal reorganization (Liu and Newell 1994).  
 The identification of the crucial genes that control cGMP synthesis, detection 
and degradation was one of the many important outcomes of the Dictyostelium 
genome and cDNA sequencing projects. There are two guanylyl cyclases GCA and 
sGC. Surprisingly, Gca null mutants show normal chemotaxis (Roelofs, Snippe et al. 
2001), while sgc null mutants only show aggregation defects under very stringent 
conditions (Roelofs, Meima et al. 2001). However, a sgc/gca double null mutant 
does not polarize properly during chemotaxis, which is due to its inability to suppress 
the formation of lateral pseudopods. The sgc/gca mutant shows slightly reduced 
phosphorylation of myosin heavy and light chains and reduced cytoskeletal 
association of myosin (Goldberg, Wolpin et al. 2006). More recently, a study on null 
mutants that express a catalytic dead sGC and can therefore not produce cGMP has 
revealed two opposing roles for sGC in chemotaxis. The protein is required for 
pseudopodia formation at the leading edge, whereas it catalytic action of cGMP 
production is required for transient stimulation of myosin II formation, which 
subsequently suppresses lateral pseudopods (Veltman and Van Haastert 2006).   
 There is one cGMP target protein, cGbpC, which is a multidomain protein that 
apart from two cyclic nucleotide binding domains that can bind cGMP also contains 
RasGEF, Ras-GTPase and kinase domains (Bosgraaf, Russcher et al. 2002). The 
closely related cGbpD also contains two cNMP binding domains but has been shown 
not to bind cyclic nucleotides (Bosgraaf, Russcher et al. 2002). 
The gbpC null mutant phenocopies the sgc/gca mutant, suggesting that 
both proteins interact closely. Indeed, studies have shown that phosphorylation of 
RLC during chemotaxis requires cGMP dependent activation of GdbpC but that the 
sGC protein may also interact directly with GdpC protein in a cGMP independent 
manner (Goldberg, Wolpin et al. 2006; van Egmond, Kortholt et al. 2008).  
 Two homologous genes pdeD (or gbpA or DdPDE5) and pdeE (or gbpB or 
PDE6) that encode unusual phosphodiesterases were identified (Bosgraaf, 
Russcher et al. 2002; Meima, Biondi et al. 2002; Meima, Weening et al. 2003). Both 
genes contained two cyclic nucleotide-binding domains and a metal binding domain 
that is common to a variety of hydrolases. The latter domain displays cGMP 





cyclic nucleotide binding domains act as allosteric activators of the enzyme. PdeD 
appears to be the cGMP-stimulated cGMP phosphodiesterase that is lacking in the 
stmF mutant and the pdeD null mutant concordantly formed long aggregation 
streams while developing as colonies on bacterial lawns (Meima, Biondi et al. 2002). 
Double null mutants in both genes show slightly increased myosin light chain 
phosphorylation, but normal heavy chain phosphorylation, which does not quite 
equal the effects observed in the stmF mutant (Bosgraaf, Russcher et al. 2002). 
In this work we explore an entirely novel aspect of the pdeD null mutant 
phenotype, its slow colonie growth on bacterial lawns and accelerated development. 
Our data indicate a new role for cGMP in the growth to development transition and 




Cell culture and development 
  
 All cell lines were grown in HL5 medium which was supplemented with 200 
µg/ml uracil for uracil null (ura-) auxotrophic strain DH1, with 5 µg/ml blasticidin for 
the gca/sgc null mutants and with 200 µg/ml G418 for AX2 cells transformed with the 
PdeD over-expression vector.  
For developmental time courses, cells were harvested from growth medium, washed 
with PB (10 mM NaH2PO4/ K2HPO4, pH 6.5) buffer, plated at variable cell densities 
on PB agar (1.5% agar in PB) and incubated for indicated time at 22° C. For 
development under buffer, cells were plated at 5×104 cells/ml submerged in 1 ml PB 
in 3.5 cm2 petridishes. 
 
Quantitative cell growth 
  
 For growth on bacteria, cells were harvested and resuspended in PB buffer 
to 105 cells/ml. Subsequently 1 µl aliquots were spotted in quadruplicate, leaving 
enough space between the spots for growth, on SM agar plates with a Klebsiella 
aerogenes (KA) lawn. After incubation for 4 days at 22o C, measurements of the 
colony diameter were taken once a day for 4 days with a ruler.  
 For liquid growth culture, exponentially growing cells were harvested, 
diluted to 105 cells/ml in 30 ml of HL5 medium and incubated under continues 
shaking at 22° C. Cells were counted every morning and late afternoon until the cell 
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Vector Construction and transformation      
  
 To obtain the new pdeD knock-out vector, a DNA fragment of pdeD 
comprising nucleotides 4-1050 was amplified by PCR using oligonucleotides that 
yielded a 5'-BamHI and 3'-EcoRI site. This fragment was used to replace the 
BamHI/EcoRI site of the earlier described PdeD knockout construct (Meima, Biondi 
et al. 2002).  
 To generate a gca/sgc double null mutant, first the gca gene was disrupted 
in the uracil auxotroph strain DH gca-gene and subsequently the sgc-gene was 
disrupted in several lines that carry the gca gene disruption. To disrupt the gca gene 
a knockout construct was created in which the pyr5/6 selection cassette replaces the 
catalytic domain. Two DNA fragments of gca comprising nucleotides 3168-4078 and 
83-1240 were amplified by PCR using oligonucleotides that yielded a 5’-HindIII and a 
3’-BamHI site on the first fragment and 5’-BamHI and 3’-XbaI site on the second 
fragment. These fragments were cloned in tandem into the HindIII/BamHI sites and 
XbaI/BamHI sites of URA vector PJB1 (gift of Peter N. Devreotes). 
 To disrupt the scg gene a previously created knockout construct of sGC 
was used that replaces both catalytic domains for the blasticidin cassette (Roelofs, 
Meima et al. 2001).  
 Transformation was done by electroporation according to Knecht (Knecht 
and Ming Pang 1995). Briefly, cells were harvested, washed twice in H-50 buffer (20 
mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 5 mM NaHCO3 and 1 mM 
NaH2PO4.H2O) and resuspended as 5x 107 cells/ml.  
For PdeD over-expression; 100 µl of cells were pulsed twice with 6 µg of the 
previously described PdeD-YFP fusion vector at 0.65 V (Meima, Biondi et al. 2002).  
Transformed AX2 cells were selected at 200 µg/ml G418. 
  For disruption of the pdeD, gca and sgc gene by homologous 
recombinations a lineair knock-out fragments that contain either pdeD, gca or sgc 
flanking gDNA and the selection marker were obtained with BamHI. Subsequently, 
100 µl of cells were pulsed twice with 6 µg of the linearized knockout vector, at 0.65 
V.  Wildtype AX2 that carries disruption of the pdeD gene was selected with 5 µg/ml 
blasticidin. The uracil auxotroph DH1 cells transformed with the GCA knock-out 
fragment were selected by growth in the absence of uracil whereas selected gca- 
cellines transformed with the sGC knock-out fragment were selected at 5 µg/ml 
blasticidin. Individual clones were obtained by plating cells on KA lawns and were 











RNA isolation and analysis 
 
Total RNA was isolated from developmental plates at 1-hour intervals 
during first 8-9 hours, size fractionated on 1.5 % agarose gels containing 2.2 M 
formaldehyde and transferred to Genescreen membranes (Nellen, Datta et al. 1987). 
Membranes were hybridized to [α-32P]dATP-labelled cAR1, csA and PdsA,  
according to standard procedures. After washes under high stringency conditions 
blots were exposed to film. In order to probe the same blots with the 3 different 
genes, blots were stripped by boiling for 30 minutes in 0.1 % SDS. 
 
Guanylyl cyclase assays 
 
Cells were resuspended to 108 cells/ml in lysis buffer (250 mM sucrose, 1.5 
mM EGTA in 10 mM TRIS, pH 8.0) and lysed through nuclepore filters (pore size 3 
µm) in the presence and absence of 30 µM GTPγS. Lysates were subsequently 
incubated at 23oC with 0.5 mM GTP, 10 mM dithiothreitol and 0.2 mM IBMX and 
alternatively with 2 mM MgCl2 or 2 mM MnCl2. The reactions were terminated by 
addition of an equal volume of 3.5% (v/v) perchloric acid. Lysates were neutralized 
with KHCO3, and the accumulated cGMP levels were determined by radioisotope 
dilution assay.  
 
Optical density waves in aggregation streams 
 
Optical density or darkfield waves are diagnostic for propagating 
extracellular cAMP waves. Darkfield waves were visualized as previously described 
by Dormann and Weijer (Dormann and Weijer 2006). In brief, exponentially growing 
cells were harvested, washed twice and distributed on thin layer of 1% water agar as 
5.2 x105 cells/cm2, i.e. 5 x106 cells per 3.5 cm2 plate. Once cells had settled, pieces 
of agar containing a homogenous cell layer of both wildtype and mutant cellines 
were excised and transferred to a 9 cm2 petridish. Subsequently, the petridish was 
placed on a previously described dark-field system setup, so that all pieces of agar 
containing the diverse cellines can be observed in one macroscopic field. Brightfield 
and darkfield images were recorded every 20 s on a PC controlled with Optimas 
software (MediaCybernetics, version 6.1) until waves had passed (Siegert and 
Weijer 1989). 
 
Chemotaxis assays with micropipette 
 
Chemotaxis was studied by using the microcapillary assay. Cells were 
developed to the ripple stage (onset of aggregation) on NN agar as 7.9 x105 
cells/cm2  or in shaken suspensions as 107 cells/ml in KK2 buffer (20 mM 
KH2PO4/K2HPO4, pH 6.8), at 22° C. Shaken cultures were pulsed with 30 nM cAMP  
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every 6 minutes. After 5 hours, cells were harvested, resuspended to 107 cells/ml 
and incubated for a further 45 minutes on a rotator, in the presence or absence of 20 
µM 5-chloromethyl-fluorescein diacetate (CMFDA, Cell Tracker Green, Molecular 
Probes, Inc.) per 107 cells, at 22 ºC. Subsequently, labeled cells and unlabeled cells 
were washed twice and mixed 1:1. Finally, mixed cells at a density of approximately 
105 cells/cm2 were placed on a glass coverslip in a Attofluor chamber (Molecular 
Probes) submerged with 1 ml KK2 buffer and subjected to a micropipette diffusing 
cAMP. Micropipette was made from a glass capillary using a vertical electrode puller, 
which was subsequently filled with a microliter syringe with 10-4 M cAMP. The tip 
position of the micropipet was controlled by a micromanipulator attached to the 
microscope stage. Cells were imaged every 5 s for 20 min using a Leica TCS SP2 




Developmental phenotype of PdeD loss-of-function mutant 
  
A novel pdeD null mutant was generated in which blasticidin selection cassette 
replaced the catalytic domain of the gene instead of the first cyclic nucleotide-binding 
domain. Similar to the earlier pdeD null mutant, this mutant also displayed a stmF-
type phenotype (Ross and Newell 1981; Meima, Biondi et al. 2002). When grown as 
colonies on rich bacterial lawns, they showed extensive formation of aggregation 




Figure 1: The streamer phenotype is associated with slow growth on bacterial lawns. 
Aliquots of PdeD KO, RI and AX2 were spotted on SM agar plates with a KA lawn and incubated at 22o C. 
(A) Morphology of PdeD KO, RI and AX2 colonies grown on KA lawns. Note the streaming phenotype and 
significantly larger fruiting bodies of the KO clones. (B) After incubation for 4 days, the colony diameter was 
measured once a day for 5 days with a ruler. Colony diameter was plotted against time. (C) For liquid growth 
culture, exponentially growing cells were harvested, diluted to 105 cells/ml in 30 ml of HL5 medium and 
incubated under continues shaking at 22° C. Cells were counted every morning and late afternoon until the 






Wild-type cells do not normally form streams under such high cell density.  Closer 
observation of the pdeD null colonies also revealed that border of quiescent cells 
inside the feeding front is narrower than that of the control strains and that colony 
size is reduced. The latter parameter was determined quantitatively by measuring 
the surface area of the clones over several days of growth.  This indicated that the 
pdeD null clones increased in size about two times slower than the control cells (Fig 
1B).  
To test whether this was due to an intrinsic propagation defect of the pdeD cells, we 
also measured cell propagation in a homogeneous shaken suspension.  However, 
under these circumstances no differences between null mutants and control lines 
were encountered (Fig 1C).  Rather, the streaming phenotype, narrow feeding front 





Figure 2: PdeD null mutants show accelerated early development and gene expression 
(A) Phenotypes of two pdeD KO and two RI lines. Cells were plated on petridishes under phosphate buffer at 
densities of 5×104 cells/ml. (B) Time lapse movie of aggregation. A series of dark-field images of aggregating 
amoebae were taken every 20s apart. (C) Expression of cAR1, PdsA and csA during early KO and RI 
development. Cells were harvested, washed and incubated on NN agar at 2 x106 cells/cm2 for 9 hours. RNA 
was isolated every hour, and Northerns were probed with [32P]dATP-labelled carA, csA or PdsA. 
 
Developmental timing in PdeD loss-of-function mutant 
  
 To assess whether pdeD null cells showed accelerated early development, we 
followed the aggregation process of several PdeD knock-out (KO) clones with the 
parent AX2 and clones carrying a randomly integrated (RI) knock-out vector.  Figure  
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2A shows that the pdeD knockout (KO) mutants started aggregation several hours 
earlier than the parent or random integrant (RI) cell lines. Time-lapse video 
microscopy of developing KO and RI cells showed that the KO clones initiated the 
dark field spiral waves, which are diagnostic for oscillatory cAMP signalling after 
about 2 h of starvation, whereas the RI clones only started at 5 h (Fig 2B). This 
suggests that the KO cells aggregated faster because cAMP signalling initiated 
earlier.  
 The most likely explanation for the early onset of cAMP signalling is precocious 
expression of genes involved in the aggregation process. We therefore followed the 
expression of the aggregative marker genes encoding the extracellular 
phosphodiesterase pdsA, the surface cAMP receptor (car1) and adhesive contact 
sites A (csA) during the first 8 hours of development.  For all three markers 
precocious expression was found.  Figure 2C shows that PdsA expression started 
about 4 h earlier in the pdeD KO cells, whereas expression of cAR1 and csA 
occurred about 2 h earlier.  
 
Developmental timing and colony morphology of a PdeD gain-of-function 
mutant  
 If loss- of-function of PdeD accelerates development, then gain-of-function 
should delay it. To test this we fused the PdeD coding sequence to the constitutive 
actin 15 promoter and expressed the construct in AX2 cells. Figure 3A shows the 
progression of development in AX2 and A15:pdeD cells. Aggregation of the 
A15:pdeD cells is delayed by about 9 hours but thereafter the cells aggregate 
normally and form fruiting bodies. Time-lapse video microscopy showed that the 
A15:pdeD cells initiated the dark-field waves that are diagnostic for oscillatory 
signalling much later than the AX2 cells. These waves tended to propagate as target 
patterns rather than the spiral waves of the AX2 cells (Fig 3B).  The expression of 
aggregative genes is concordantly also 9 hours delayed (Fig 3C).  
The growth rate of A15:pdeD colonies on bacterial lawns was also compared to that 
of the parent strain. A15:pdeD colonies showed about 4 fold increase in growth rate 
compared to AX2 cells (Fig 4B). However, they only started aggregating after 
obtaining a very large diameter (Fig 4A). 
 
Developmental timing and gene regulation in mutants defective in cGMP 
synthesis 
   
 PdeD is a multidomain protein that apart from the central catalytic region, which 
hydrolyses cGMP also contain two cGMP binding domains and a large 
uncharacterized N-terminal domain. Logically, the effect of overexpression of PdeD 







Figure 3: PdeD overexpressors show delayed development and gene expression. 
A) Developmental phenotype of A15:pdeD overexpressor and AX2 parent. Cells were harvested, washed 
with PB buffer, plated at 2 x106 cells/cm2 on PB agar and incubated for indicated time at 22° C. Note the 
strong delay in development and smaller fruiting body of the overexpressor celline. (B) Time lapse movie of 
aggregation.  A series of dark-field images of aggregating amoebae were taken every 20s apart. (C) 
Expression of cAR1 and csA during early development in overexpressor and control. Cells were harvested, 
washed and incubated on NN agar at 2x106 cells/cm2 for 8 hours. RNA was isolated every hour, and 




Figure 4: PdeD overexpressors show increased colony growth. 
Aliquots of PdeD OE and AX2 were spotted on SM agar plates with a KA lawn and incubated at 22o C. A) 
Morphology of PdeD OE and AX2 colonies grown on klebsiella areogenes lawns.  Note the significantly 
larger growth front and diameter of the PdeD OE. B) After incubation for 3 days, the colony diameter was 
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To test this explicitly, we generated double null mutants in the two Dictyostelium 
guanylyl cyclases sGC and GCA. First the gca gene was disrupted by introducing a 
gca knockout construct into the ura- strain DH1, which replaces a region of about 
640 bp by the URA selection cassette. Several cell lines carrying either gca gene 
disruptions (KO) or random integrations (RI) of the cassette were identified by PCR 
and Southern blotting. One of each of these lines was subsequently transformed 
with a sgc deletion construct in which 376 bp that includes both catalytic domains 
was replaced by the blasticidin selection cassette. Again, several sgc KO and RI 




Figure 5: GC activity and development in gca/sgc mutants  
GC activity in vegetative (A) and aggregative cells (B). Cells were either harvested directly from growth 
medium (vegetative) or starved for about 6-8 hours on non-nutrient agar until aggregation territories started 
to form (aggregation competent). After cell lysis in the presence and absence of 30 µM GTPγS, lysates were 
assayed for guanylyl cyclase activity with either 2 mM Mg2+ or 2 mM Mn2+. C) Developmental phenotype of 
gca/sgc null mutant 27G and DH1 parent. Cells were harvested, washed with PB buffer, plated at 2 x106 
cells/cm2 on PB agar and incubated for indicated time at 22° C. Note the small delay of approximately 2 
hours in development of the double guanylyl cyclase mutant. 
 
As a further test for gene disruption, three gca/sgc double knockouts and one 
gca/sgc double RI line were assayed for GC activity. GCA and sGC are most active 





that sGC can use Mn2+-GTP as substrate whereas GCA cannot.  With Mg2+-GTP as 
substrate both sGC and GCA require GTPγS for optimal activity. Figure 5A shows 
that in the vegetative stage, the double RI lines displayed high Mg2+ dependent GC 
activity that was further stimulated by GTPγS but only low Mn2+ dependent activity. 
This GCA-like activity was lacking in all gca/sgc double knockout lines. Aggregation 
competent RI cells also showed high Mn2+ dependent activity in addition to GTPγS 
dependent activity, reflecting the expression of sGC at this stage. (Fig 5B) Both 
activities were missing from the gca/sgc double knockout, which confirms that both 
GCA and sGC are no longer present.  
 We next investigated the developmental timing of the gca/sgc knockout cells. 
Figure 5C shows that gca/sgc null mutant showed a small delay in aggregation 
compared to the parent strain DH1, but otherwise formed normal aggregates and 
fruiting structures.  
 
Is cGMP an intermediate for pulse-induced gene expression? 
 
 The expression of aggregative genes occurs in two phases - a basal level of 
expression is induced shortly after starvation, which makes it possible for cells to 
initiate oscillatory cAMP signalling. Once initiated the cAMP pulses themselves 
strongly accelerate the expression of aggregative genes. Because cAMP pulses give 
rise to transient increases in intracellular cGMP levels, cGMP could be a signalling 
intermediate for pulse-induced gene expression. To test this explicitly we compared 
pulse-induced gene expression in gca/sgc cells, PdeD overexpressors and their 
parent strains. Figure 6 shows that although the gca/sgc cells and PdeD gain-of-
function mutants were a little slower to initiate pulse-induced genes expression, they 
nevertheless showed as vigorous a response to this stimulus as wild-type cells. This 
demonstrates that cGMP is not required for pulse-induced gene expression and 




Figure 6: Sgc/gca mutants and A15PdeD cells are not defective in pulse-induced gene expression. 
Expression of csA in pulsed gca/sgc KO clones, PdeD OE and control/parent cells. Cells were developed for 
10 hours in shaken suspension in the presence of exogenous 30 nM cAMP pulses every 6 minutes. RNA 
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Is delayed development due to a chemotaxis defect? 
 Delayed development of gca/sgc cells was also observed by Van Haastert and 
coworkers whom attributed this to a defect in chemotaxis to cAMP. However, our 
data indicate that defective gene expression precedes the chemotaxis defect. 
Because pulsing cells can overcome defective gene expression, we tested whether 
the chemotaxis defect still persisted after cells had been pulsed to induce optimal 
expression of aggregative genes. 
   
 
 
Figure 7: Chemotaxis in pulsed and unpulsed sgc/gca cells. 
Time-lapse movie of mixture of labeled DH1 wild type and gca/sgc double null mutant cellines towards cAMP 
pipette. A) Cells were developed in shaken suspension in the presence of exogenous 30 nM cAMP pulses 
and tested for chemotaxis towards a microcapillary diffusing cAMP, as described in experimental procedures.  
B) Cells were developed on NN agar plates up to the ripple stage and tested for chemotaxis towards a 
microcapillary diffusing cAMP, as described in experimental procedures.   
 
The time-lapse movie shown in Figure 7A shows that after pulsing both the gca/sgc 
null mutant and parent strain move towards the micropipette with equal efficiency. 
Cells of both strains are highly polarized. When cells are developed to the ripple 
stage as was done in the experiments described by Van Haastert, a distinct 
difference in cell orientation was observed. The gca/sgc cells orientated less 





PdeD null mutants show accelerated early development and increased cAMP 
signalling efficiency 
 
 PdeD, PdeE and PdeE/PdeD null mutants showed no gross morphological 
defects, but important alterations were found in the PdeD null mutants. These 





accompanied by the precocious appearance of the optical density waves that result 
from oscillatory cAMP signalling. In addition, they showed precocious expression of 
cAMP receptors and extracellular PDE, two components of the cAMP signalling 
system.  The actual duration of the aggregation process, once initiated, and the time 
course of slug and fruiting body formation were not altered in the PdeD null mutants 
(Meima, Biondi et al. 2002).  
 At an intermediate cell density both PdeD null mutants and controls formed 
streaming aggregates with well polarized cells, indicating that chemotactic cell 
movement is not impaired in the mutant. At 10-fold lower cell density, where wild-
type and the control cell lines cannot aggregate any more, the PdeD null mutant still 
formed streaming aggregates. Stream formation is diagnostic for chemotaxis in a 
field where the cAMP signal is relayed (Dallon and Othmer 1997). At very high cell 
density where the confluent cell layer just compacts to form mounds, the PdeD null 
mutant formed 2-fold larger aggregates than the controls, which subsequently gave 
rise to larger fruiting bodies. Under high-density conditions, territory size depends 
less on cell movement than on oscillator dominance, i.e. the capacity for an 
autonomous oscillator to prevent competing oscillators to establish themselves. The 
relationship between accelerated development and higher efficiency of cAMP 
signalling is not clear. It is possible that asynchrony in expression of different 
components of the cAMP signalling system affects the intrinsic properties of the 
oscillatory system.  
 
PdeD and chemotaxis 
  
 In Dictyostelium cGMP is generally associated with the chemotactic response. 
Chemoattractants, such as cAMP or folic acid cause a rapid increase in cGMP levels 
and mutants that are defective in cGMP metabolism show altered chemotaxis (Mato, 
Van Haastert et al. 1977; Wurster, Schubiger et al. 1977; Ross and Newell 1981). 
Streamer F (StmF) mutants, recognized by their propensity to form long aggregation 
streams when grown clonally on bacterial lawns, are defective in cGMP 
phosphodiesterase (van Haastert, van Lookeren Campagne et al. 1982). They show 
a prolonged cGMP response and a prolonged period, but reduced rate, of cell 
movement upon stimulation with chemotattractant (Ross and Newell 1981; Coukell 
and Cameron 1986; Segall 1992). 
 The PdeD null mutants also show extensive streaming when plated clonally 
with bacteria (Meima, Biondi et al. 2002). If, in analogy to PKA-R, PdeD would inhibit 
a protein kinase activity in the absence of cGMP, then PdeD null mutants could 
phenocopy stmF mutants. However, the altered cell movement properties of stmF 
cause very distinct banding patterns to form in aggregation streams and a reversal of 
the normally narrow band of moving cells and wide band of non-moving cells in 
optical density wave patterns (Newell and Liu 1992). Neither of these was observed 
in PdeD null mutants, while the StmF mutants do not show accelerated development  
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(Ross and Newell 1981). The streamer phenotype can probably be caused 
independently by altered cell movement or by precocious aggregation. The present 
study shows that cGMP is not solely involved in chemotaxis, but plays a crucial role 
in developmental gene regulation as well.  
 
The downside of being fast 
 
 Accelerated development in mutants that lack the R-subunit of PKA or 
overexpress the catalytic subunit of PKA is accompanied by severe morphological 
anomalies because spore differentiation and fruiting body formation are no longer 
synchronized (Abe and Yanagisawa 1983; Anjard, Pinaud et al. 1992; Simon, 
Pelegrini et al. 1992). In PdeD null mutants no adverse effects of accelerated 
development are observed after vegetative growth. To the contrary, the mutation 
may even be beneficial by enabling aggregation at low cell density and in causing 
larger fruiting bodies to form at high cell density (Meima, Biondi et al. 2002). 
However, the early onset of aggregation results in a trade-off for growth of amoebal 
colonies on bacterial lawns. Whereas wild-type cells remain quiescent for a certain 
period after the density of the bacterial food source decreases, the PdeD null cells 
aggregate much earlier and the aggregates coerce cells away from the growth front. 
As a consequence, the growth rate of mutant colonies is reduced, despite the 
absence of a growth defect of the individual cells. 
 It is evident that in a mixed population of amoebal predators, slow colony 
growth rate would be a distinct disadvantage and such a mutation would be unlikely 
to invade a population of wild-type cells. We therefore propose that PdeD normally 
acts to prevent untimely aggregation and that its activity is tuned by an as yet 
unknown mechanism to offset the advantages of speedy aggregation with the 
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 cAMP plays a ubiquitous role in controlling almost all aspects of D. discoideum 
development. As a secreted signal it regulates expression of different classes of 
genes, and coordinates cell movement during aggregation and morphogenesis. As 
an intracellular messenger it controls entry into development, spore and stalk cell 
maturation and spore germination (Saran, Meima et al. 2002). Its sister molecule 
cGMP is considered to play a more modest role as a signalling intermediate in the 
chemotactic response. The effects of both molecules on cellular responses do not 
follow straightforward dose – effect relationships. In most cases, the information is 
carried by the dynamic transient nature of the signal that, in the case of cAMP, 
evokes complex spatial patterns of signal propagation. Both the cyclases that 
synthesize cAMP and cGMP, and the phosphodiesterases that degrade them, 
contribute to dynamic signalling. In this thesis I have mainly focussed on the role of 
the phosphodiesterases in dynamic signalling, but I also identified novel transient 
activation of an adenylyl cyclase, that was previously thought to synthesize cAMP at 
a steady rate.  
 
Expression pattern and regulation of the extracellular phosphodiesterase PdsA 
 
 PdsA degrades extracellular cAMP and plays an essential role in both 
aggregation and postaggregative morphogenesis. Its activity generates steep 
chemotactic gradients and by degrading cAMP between pulses, it causes 
resensitization of cells to the cAMP pulse (Darmon, Barra et al. 1978; Faure, 
Podgorski et al. 1988; Hall, Franke et al. 1993; Wu, Franke et al. 1995; Sucgang, 
Weijer et al. 1997). PdsA has three different promoters: the most distal vegetative 
promoter (PdV) is active during growth, while the middle aggregative (PdA) and the 
proximal late promoter (PdL) are active during and after aggregation, respectively 
(Faure, Franke et al. 1990). Earlier expression studies, using a stabile β-
galactosidase reporter showed that the PdA promoter remained active in the entire 
slug with highest levels in the anterior tip region (Hall, Franke et al. 1993). This 
contradicted earlier findings that transcripts resulting from PdA promoter activity 
almost disappeared after aggregation (Faure, Franke et al. 1990).  
 To understand this discrepancy and to gain more information about the 
regulation of PdsA expression during multicellular development, I studied the 
expression patterns and regulation of the PdA and PdL promoter during multicellular 
development using a labile β-galactosidase reporter (Detterbeck, Morandini et al. 
1994). When measured with the labile reporter, PdA showed highest activity in the 
mound stage after which it strongly declined, leaving only expression in the basal disc 
of the fruiting body. PdL was highly expressed in the anterior prestalk region of slugs 
and in the anterior-like cell population that is intermixed with the posterior prespore 





differentiate into vacuolated stalk cells, but not in prespore cells. This is in agreement 
with the fact that cAMP induces prespore differentiation and inhibits stalk cell 
differentiation and suggests that the localization of PdsA plays a role in cell fate 
determination (Wang, Van Driel et al. 1988; Soede, Hopper et al. 1996). 
 Next we investigated which developmental signals regulate PdA and PdL 
expression after aggregation. Earlier studies have shown that PdA activity is induced 
in early development by the prestarvation factor (PSF), and is further up-regulated by 
cAMP.  PdL activity was found to be upregulated by the differentiation inducing factor 
(DIF) after a pretreatment with cAMP (Franke, Podgorski et al. 1987; Franke, Faure 
et al. 1991; Clarke and Gomer 1995).  
 We found that after aggregation PdA activity decreased strongly, which was 
counteracted weakly by cAMP pulses and strongly by a combination of cAMP and 
DIF. PdL activity was low in cells derived from aggregates and was strongly 
upregulated by cAMP and DIF.  We next investigated whether PdL is regulated by 
DIF and cAMP during normal development. First, we expressed the PdL labile 
reporter construct into a mutant that cannot synthesize DIF (Thompson and Kay 
2000) and found a normal pattern of PdL activity. Second, regulatory sequences were 
identified in PdL that were essential for its regulation by cAMP and DIF in cell 
suspension. However, these sequences were not necessary for normal PdL activity in 
the prestalk region of slugs, indicating that the cAMP and DIF do not control PdL 
activity in normal development. More recently it was shown that DIF is only necessary 
for basal disc cell differentiation, where PdA is expressed, and that Dictyostelium 
cells synthesize other compounds that can induce stalk cell differentiation (Saito, 
Taylor et al. 2006). 
  
Evolutionary conservation of the extracellular phosphodiesterase PdsA 
  
 Phylogenetic analysis has revealed that the Dictyostelia can be subdivided into 4 
major groups with the model D.discoideum residing in the most derived group 4 
(Schaap, Winckler et al. 2006). Fascinatingly, while D.discoideum and other group 4 
taxa use extracellular cAMP pulses as chemoattractant for aggregation, species in 
groups 1-3 use other acrasins than cAMP to aggregate (Shimomura, Suthers et al. 
1982; De Wit and Konijn 1983). However, earlier studies did present evidence for the 
use of extracellular cAMP in late development of some dictyostelid species that do 
not use extracellular cAMP for aggregation (Schaap, Van Lookeren Campagne et al. 
1986; Fukushima and Maeda 1991; Dormann, Weijer et al. 1997). This suggested 
that extracellular cAMP signalling has a conserved universal role to coordinate 
fruiting body formation and a derived role in aggregation. In agreement with this 
hypothesis, recent studies showed that in early diverging species, cAMP receptors 
(cAR) are only expressed after aggregation and deletion or inhibition of cARs blocks 
late development but not aggregation (Alvarez-Curto, Rozen et al. 2005; Kawabe, 





 To understand how this novel extracellular role of cAMP evolved, we retraced 
the origins and changes of the extracellular phosphodiesterase PdsA in the 
Dictyostelia. Together with the cAMP receptors (cARs) and the adenylyl cyclase A 
(ACA), PdsA is essential for oscillatory cAMP signalling during aggregation (Saran, 
Meima et al. 2002). I show in chapter 3 that PdsA orthologs are present in all 
investigated group-representative taxa. The PdsA gene from the group 3 species D. 
minutum restored the ability to hydrolyze cAMP of a D.discoideum PdsA null mutant 
and also rescued loss of aggregation and fruiting body formation of the mutant. This 
indicated that the D.minutum PdsA is a fully functional ortholog of DdisPdsA. 
 The D.minutum and P.pallidum PdsAs were only expressed after aggregation, 
which agreed with the fact that in group 3 and group 2 taxa, extracellular cAMP 
regulates post-aggregative development and not aggregation. However, the group 1 
taxa D.fasciculatum and D.aureo-stipes, which also do not use cAMP during 
aggregation, express PdsA strongly during growth and at lower levels during further 
development. 
 This suggests that in addition to post-aggregative morphogenesis, these taxa 
possibly use cAMP as a foodseeking chemoattractant, since the bacterial food 
source also secretes cAMP.  Generation of PdsA null mutants in basal taxa will be 
required to test these hypotheses. 
 
ACG can be activated by cAMP receptors 
  
 Post-aggregative morphogenesis in all Dictyostelia is most likely coordinated by 
cAMP oscillations that initiate in the tip region and propagate as waves through the 
structure (Bretschneider, Vasiev et al. 1999). The adenylate cyclase ACA is 
responsible for oscillatory cAMP signalling in D. discoideum aggregation and is 
expressed in the tip region of slugs (Pitt, Milona et al. 1992; Verkerke-van Wijk, 
Fukuzawa et al. 2001). Although this is in agreement with the tip’s role as organizer 
of morphogenesis, it leaves unexplained how cAMP waves propagate in the slug 
posterior. It was recently shown that adenylate cyclase G is markedly upregulated in 
the posterior region of slugs, where it triggers prespore differentiaton (Alvarez-Curto, 
Saran et al. 2007). This enzyme was known to continuously synthesize cAMP at a 
low rate, which is upregulated by high osmolality.  
 We found by serendipity that ACG activity can be transiently upregulated by 
activation of cAMP receptors. In agreement with an earlier study we show that ACG 
produces cAMP at a constant rate in growing cells (van Es, Virdy et al. 1996). 
However, after 4 hours of starvation, ACG mediated cAMP production displayed 
transient kinetics and this was not stimulated by high osmolarity. This transient 
accumulation of cAMP resembled ACA mediated cAMP production in response to 
cAMP binding to cARs and suggested that activation of ACG also becomes mediated 
by cARs. Indeed we showed that disruption of both cAR1 and cAR3 genes and acute 





(IPA) prevented cAMP-induced ACG activation. However, unlike ACA, ACG cannot 
be activated by GTPγS, suggesting that heterotrimeric G-proteins (G-proteins) do not 
mediate cAMP induced ACG activation. Some cAR1 mediated processes also do not 
require G-proteins, such as activation of the MAP kinase ERK2 (Maeda, Aubry et al. 
1996; Brzostowski and Kimmel 2001). ERK2 has been proposed to play a role in 
transient cAMP accumulation. In this model, cAR mediated activation of ERK2 leads 
to inhibition of the intracellular cAMP phosphodiesterase RegA, which allows 
intracellular cAMP to accumulate and to be secreted, but also to activate PKA. PKA 
then inactivates ERK2, causing RegA activation and cAMP degradation (Laub and 
Loomis 1998). It is not yet known whether RegA, ERK2 or PKA are required for cAR-
induced ACG mediated cAMP accumulation. However, since ACG is expressed 
throughout the slug posterior, our observation that ACG can be transiently activated 
by cAMP may resolve the conundrum how cAMP waves are propagated in slug 
posteriors. Imaging of cell movement in acg- slugs could resolve this issue.  
 
Role for cGMP in gene expression 
 
 Extracellular cAMP acting on cARs not only leads to cAMP production by the 
adenyl cyclases but also to activation of guanylyl cyclases (GCs) and subsequent 
accumulation cGMP. cGMP is produced by two GCs, GCA and sGC and is detected 
by the cGMP binding protein, GbpC (Roelofs, Meima et al. 2001; Roelofs, Snippe et 
al. 2001; Bosgraaf, Russcher et al. 2002). Studies have shown that mutants with 
defects in cGMP synthesis or cGMP detection have altered chemotactic 
responsiveness to cAMP and myosin II phosphorylation, which has implicated cGMP 
as intermediate for the chemotactic response. In a search for cAMP binding proteins, 
two homologous genes were identified, PdeD (or GbpA or DdPDE5) and PdeE (or 
GbpB or DdPDE6), which encode unusual phosphodiesterases (Bosgraaf, Russcher 
et al. 2002; Meima, Biondi et al. 2002; Meima, Weening et al. 2003). Both genes 
contained two cyclic nucleotide-binding domains and a metal binding domain that is 
common to a variety of hydrolases. The latter domain displays cGMP hydrolysing 
activity for PdeD and cAMP hydrolysing activity for PdeE, while the cyclic nucleotide 
binding domains act as allosteric activators of the enzyme (Meima, Biondi et al. 
2002)(Meima, Weening et al. 2003). PdeD appeared to be the cGMP-stimulated 
cGMP PDE that is lacking in the stmF mutant (Ross and Newell 1981; van Haastert, 
van Lookeren Campagne et al. 1982; Meima, Biondi et al. 2002).  
 Similar to the stmF mutant phenotype, a mutant that lacks PdeD forms long 
aggregation streams, while developing as colonies on bacterial lawns (Meima, Biondi 
et al. 2002). In addition, colony growth was reduced and the feeding front was 
relatively narrow, which suggested that feeding cells were precociously recruited into 
the streaming aggregates. 
In chapter 4, I explore a potential role of pdeD in the timing of development. I 





by precocious expression of early and aggregative genes. Concordantly, a cell line 
that overexpressed PdeD showed the opposite phenotype with a delay in expression 
of aggregative genes and subsequent aggregation. We also explored the 
developmental timing in a mutant that lacks the two GCs, GCA and sGC to verify if 
the effect the PdeD overexpressor is due to depletion of cGMP levels. However, the 
double null mutants showed only a small delay in aggregation and formed normal 
aggregates and fruiting structures.  
Earlier work attributed the delay in development of the sgc-/gca- mutants to a 
defect in chemotaxis to cAMP. However, our data suggested that the chemotaxis 
defect could be a consequence of the delayed aggregative gene expression. To test 
this we stimulated sgc-/gca- cells with cAMP pulses to induce optimal expression of 
aggregative genes. Under these conditions, the mutant and parent strain move 
towards a micropipette filled with cAMP gradient with equal efficiency. This indicates 
that proposed chemotactic defect of the sgc-/gca- mutant is actually due to a defect 
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 Alle levende wezens, oftewel organismen moeten informatie uitwisselen 
met hun omgeving om zich lekker te voelen en om te overleven. Er bestaan twee 
hoofdgroepen organismen. Prokaryoten waaronder bacteriën vallen, zijn hele 
eenvoudige, meestal eencellige organismen. De meer ingewikkelde, eukaryoten, 
kunnen ofwel eencellig zijn ofwel, net als wij mensen, samengesteld zijn uit triljoenen 
cellen, die als gespecialiseerde eenheden zoals weefsels en organen worden 
georganiseerd.  
 Cellen zijn de bouwstenen van levende organismen; een cel bestaat uit 
water, zouten, suikers en eiwitten, omsloten door een celmembraan. De cel bevat 
ook het genetisch materiaal, DNA oftewel desoxyribonucleïnezuur, die de informatie 
voor de productie van eiwitten bevat. Gen-expressie is het proces waarbij een klein 
stukje code DNA, het gen, wordt gekopieerd naar RNA oftewel ribonucleïnezuur en 
dat vervolgens tot werkende eiwitten wordt afgeschreven.  
 De vorming van weefsels en organen vereist specialisatie van in aanvang 
identieke cellen tot alternatieve celtypen met specifieke functies. Dit proces, dat 
differentiatie wordt genoemd, wordt geregeld door communicatie tussen de cellen. 
Communicatie is de uitwisseling van informatie tussen de zender van de informatie 
en de ontvanger van die informatie. Informatie, in de vorm van kleine moleculen, 
afgescheiden eiwitten, temperatuur of licht, kan komen van binnen of van buiten het 
organisme. 
 Voor een doeltreffende communicatie beschikken cellen over een groot 
aantal  signaalmoleculen oftewel boodschappers. Deze boodschappers worden 
herkend en opgepikt door specifieke receptoren die zich bevinden in de 
celmembraan. Na ontvangst van het signaal kunnen de nu geactiveerde receptoren 
zogenaamde enzymen in de cel aanzetten tot productie van zogenaamde tweede 
boodschappers die uiteindelijk de gewenste reactie bewerkstelligen. Dit kan zijn: 
celbeweging, secretie van diverse moleculen, cel groei en cel differentiatie. 
Signaaloverdracht is het gehele proces vanaf detectie van het signaal tot activatie 
van enzymen.  
 
Dictyostelium discoideum als modelorganisme 
 
 Zeer veel processen van signaaloverdracht zijn al vroeg in de evolutie 
aangelegd en grotendeels bewaard gebleven tussen organismen. Ingewikkelde 
organismen,  zoals wij mensen, delen veel van dezelfde processen met muizen, 
fruitvliegjes en eenvoudige levensvormen  zoals schimmels, amoeben en zelfs 
bacterien. De sociale amoebe, D. discoideum is een eencellig organisme, dat over 
kan gaan in een meercellig, als er een gebrek aan voedsel is. Zij zijn verwant aan 
hogere soorten zoals de mens en hebben veel genen gemeenschappelijk, die 
meestal dezelfde functie hebben.  
 




 In hun natuurlijke omgeving, leven amoeben in  plantaardig of dierlijk afval 
in de grond en  eten van de normale rottingsbacteriën. Terwijl zij groeien en zich 
vermedigvuldigen door celdeling, houden zij hun eigen celdichtheid en die van hun 
voedingsbron bij. Hongersnood treedt op bij hoge celdichtheid en voedseltekort en 
dit zet cellen aan tot productie en afscheiding van een chemische stof. Naburige 
cellen worden door deze chemische stof aangetrokken en zij gaan zich daar dan 
naar toe bewegen. Dit aggregatie proces leidt tot de vorming van een veelcellig 
aggregaat, een klompje cellen van wel 100.000 cellen. Na aggregatie wordt 
hetdifferentiatie stadium ingegaan en ontwikkelen D. discoideum amoeben zich 
voornamelijk in twee celtypen, de toekomstige steel cellen en sporen.  Bovendien 
ondergaan ze een serie van gecompliceerde bewegingen om uiteindelijk middels 
eerst een slakvormig stadium een structuur te vormen die het vruchtlichaam wordt 
genoemd. Dat vruchtlichaam bestaat uit een steel van dode cellen en een bolvormig 
hoofdje dat de sporen bevat.  
 Tijdens het slakstadium is het patroon van de toekomstige steel en spore 
cellen goed herkenbaar. De toekomstige steel cellen bevinden zich aan het voorste 
gedeelte in ‘de tip’ van de slak terwijl de prespore cellen het achterste driekwart 
gedeelte van de slak in beslag nemen. De steelcellen offeren zichzelf op om de 
voortgang van de verspreiding van sporen te vergemakkelijken als zich gunstige 
omstandigheden voordoen. Iedere spore kan zich ontwikkelen tot een nieuwe 
amoebe. Voor een tekening van hun levenscyclus wordt verwezen naar figuur 3 in 
hoofdstuk 1. 
 Het  meercellige ontwikkeling stadium van Dictyostelium amoeben is te 
vergelijken met de vorming van weefsel en organen in meer ingewikkelde 
organismen, zoals mensen. Voor beiden is gecompliceerde signaaloverdracht 
noodzakelijk om morfogenetische en cellulaire differentiatie te coördineren. 
Bovendien, de manier waarop cellen bewegen tijdens de aggregatie, vertoont 
gelijkenis met hoe onze immuuncellen een ontstoken plek lokaliseren en er naartoe 
bewegen.  
 Deze overeenstemmingen tesamen met hun gebruiksgemak (o.a. zijn ze 
gemakkelijk op te groeien in het laboratorium en hun volledige ontwikkeling duurt 
maar 24 uur) en de beschikbaarheid van de D. discoideum genoomsequentie, de 
DNA-volgorde, maken hen tot een aantrekkelijk modelorganisme in de 
ontwikkelingsbiologie.  
 
cAMP als signaalmolecule 
 
 De belangrijkste chemische boodschapper voor de ontwikkeling van D. 
discoideum is  het cyclisch adenosinemonofosfaat (cAMP). Ongeveer een halve 
eeuw geleden werd cAMP in eukaryoten ontdekt als een molecuul dat binnen de cel 
wordt geproduceerd als tweede boodschapper. In deze rol wordt cAMP door alle  
 
 




levende organismen gebruikt om een groot aantal signalen van buitenaf door te 
geven aan een verscheidenheid aan biologische reacties (zie hoofdstuk 1).  
 In D. discoideum fungeert cAMP niet alleen als intracellulaire 
boodschapper, maar ook als een extracellulair signaal.  Zoals hiervoor al werd 
opgemerkt, scheiden hongerende amoeben een chemische stof af waar de cellen 
zich toe aangetrokken voelen en zij zich naartoe bewegen. Dit proces waarin 
amoeben bewegen naar een chemische stof, die in hun omgeving wordt 
afgescheiden, wordt “chemotaxis” genoemd.  
 De hongerende amoebe scheidt als chemo-attractant extracellulaire cAMP 
af in regelmatige pulsen die worden herkend en opgepikt door specifieke cAMP 
receptoren (cARs), welke zich bevinden in de celmembraan van naburige amoeben. 
De detectie van het cAMP signaal heeft tot gevolg dat deze amoeben zich gaan 
bewegen naar de cAMP bron, maar tevens ook dat de amoeben zelf cAMP gaan 
afscheiden en zo de informatie doorgeven (= relay signaal). Dit alles heeft tot gevolg 
dat golven van cAMP zich verspreiden door de celpopulatie en dat de cellen zich 
begeven naar het beginpunt van de cAMP pulsen om zich te verenigen in een 
aggregaat. Na aggregatie controleert extracellulair cAMP de specialisatie van de 
prespore voorlopercellen en morfogenese.  
 Binnen de cellen controleert cAMP de uiteindelijk specialisatie oftewel 
terminale differentiatie van de sporen en steelcellen en sporen ontkieming  door de 
activering van het eiwitkinase (PKA). Een kinase is een specifiek enzym dat eiwitten 
verandert door er een fosfaat aan te koppelen waardoor de activiteit van het 
bewuste eiwit verandert. 
 
Doel en conclusie van dit proefschrift 
 
 Tijdens mijn promotieonderzoek was ik geïnteresseerd in cAMP signalering 
in Dictyostelium discoideum. Om te begrijpen hoe dat in zijn werk gaat, moet men 
begrijpen hoe de eiwitten zich gedragen die nodig zijn voor de detectie, de productie 
en de afbraak oftewel degradatie van het cAMP signaal. In Hoofdstuk 1 geef ik een 
overzicht van de informatie die in de loop der tijd bekend gemaakt is, in zowel 
prokaryoten als eukaryoten, over deze belangrijke eiwitten die cAMP signalering 
controleren.  
 De productie en afbraak van cAMP is een ”dynamisch” proces. 
Veranderingen in cAMP concentraties zijn een kort leven beschoren in sommige 
cellen, maar kunnen uren duren in andere. In feite bepalen de duur en het niveau 
van concentratie het specifieke karakter van het antwoord van de cel. In theorie 
hangt het niveau van cAMP af van de snelheid waarmee het wordt geproduceerd 
door adenylylcyclasen en afgebroken door fosfodiesterasen. Echter, in de afgelopen 
jaren is duidelijk geworden dat fosfodiesterasen een uiterst kritische rol spelen bij de 
regulering, locatie en hoogte van het cAMP signaal. In dit proefschrift beschrijf ik  
 
 




studies met betrekking tot de regulering van dynamische cAMP signalering in sociale 
amoeben met een speciale nadruk op de rol van fosfodiesterasen.  
 De afbraak van extracellulair cAMP door PdsA, een extracellulaire 
fosfodiesterase is essentieel voor aggregatie en de vorming van het vruchtlichaam, 
maar er het is nog niet bekend hoe expressie van PdsA precies gereguleerd wordt 
na het aggregatie stadium. Het PdsA gen is onder de controle van drie verschillende 
stukjes DNA, oftewel promotoren die elk gen-expressie op verschillende tijdstippen 
en plaatsen kunnen aanzetten gedurende de ontwikkeling. In Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijf 
ik studies met betrekking tot de gen-expressie patronen van de aggregatie en de late 
promotor gedurende de ontwikkeling. Hiertoe maakten we gebruik van een 
zogenaamd reporter gen, dat aangestuurd wordt door een der bestudeerde 
promoters. Wanneer de promoter actief is, leidt dit tot gen-expressie van het reporter 
gen en dus tot de productie van een eiwit. Dit eiwit product kan zowel met een 
biochemische als histo-chemische kleur reactie zichtbaar worden gemaakt. De gen-
expressie patronen in zich ontwikkelende structuren (zie de blauwe kleuring in 
Hoofdstuk 2, figuren 1 en 2) tonen dat de aggregatie promotor het meest actief is 
gedurende het aggregatie stadium en de late promotor het meest actief is na 
aggregatie.  Bovendien sturen de beide promotoren PdsA gen-expressie in bepaalde 
cellen, die tot de steel cellen behoren. Aldus controleert de afbraak van cAMP door 
PdsA op verschillende tijdstippen en plaatsen de differentiatie van de steelcellen. De 
signalen, die de activiteit van de promotor regelen gedurende de late ontwikkeling 
waren niet bekend, maar ik toon aan, dat in celsuspensie (in vitro) die activiteit sterk 
gestimuleerd wordt door een combinatie van hoge cAMP en DIF. DIF is een ander 
belangrijk chemisch signaal dat specifiek nodig is voor de ontwikkeling van 
steelcellen. Vervolgens veranderden, oftewel modificeerden we de promotor door 
het verwijderen van stukjes DNA, stukje voor beetje, om het gebied te vinden dat 
nodig is voor de stimulatie van gen-expressie door cAMP en DIF. Zo waren we in 
staat aan te tonen, dat het promotor gebied verantwoordelijk voor stimulatie door 
DIF en cAMP zoals waargenomen in celsuspensies, bij een normale ontwikkeling 
niet essentieel is voor de activiteit van de promotor.  
 In Hoofdstuk 3 ga ik de oorsprong na van PdsA, om de ontwikkeling van 
extracellulaire cAMP signalering te begrijpen. De sociale amoeben of Dictyostelia 
worden onderverdeeld in 4 hoofdgroepen op basis van hun verwantschap. D. 
discoideum behoort tot de meest ontwikkelde, de jongste groep en die groep kan 
van de andere Dictyostelia groepen worden onderscheiden omdat zij gebruik maken 
van extracellulaire cAMP signalering voor aggregatie. Echter, alle groepen maken 
gebruik van cAMP signalering na aggregatie voor het vormen van vruchtlichamen. 
Door de moleculaire variatie aan te tonen tussen de verschillende PdsA eiwitten van 
vertegenwoordigers van elke Dictyostelia subgroep was ik in staat hun 
verwantschap in de vorm van een stamboom weer te geven. Tevens kon ik 
aantonen wanneer het PdsA gen tot expressie wordt gebracht tijdens de 
ontwikkeling in vertegenwoordigers van elke subgroep. Verbazingwekkend lijkt PdsA  
 




tot expressie te komen gedurende de gehele ontwikkeling ook bij soorten die geen 
cAMP gebruiken voor chemotaxis en pas de cAMP receptoren tot expressie brengen 
na aggregatie. Dit leidt tot de vraag wat de functie van PdsA is voornamelijk tijdens 
het groeistadium en dit vereist nader onderzoek. 
 cAMP golven worden waargenomen tijdens alle stadia van ontwikkeling. 
Drie verschillende adenylyl cyclasen (ACA, ACB en ACG) zijn verantwoordelijk voor 
de productie van cAMP op verschillende tijdstippen en plaatsen gedurende de 
ontwikkeling, hetgeen nauw verbonden is met hun rol gedurende de ontwikkeling.  
ACA produceert extracellulair cAMP nodig voor aggregatie, maar zijn expressie gaat 
merendeels verloren na aggregatie en is alleen nog maar aantoonbaar in het uiterste 
van de tip in de slak. Ook ACB komt alleen tot expressie in het voorste gedeelte van 
de slak en functioneert in de terminale differentiatie van de sporen en steel cellen. 
Dus na aggregatie kunnen zowel ACA als ACB niet verantwoordelijk zijn voor de 
productie van de cAMP golven in het achterste deel oftwel posterior van de slak. In 
hoofdstuk 4, maak ik gebruik van cellen waarin het gen voor ACA is uitgeschakeld 
en het gen voor ACG op hoog niveau tot expressie wordt gebracht gedurende de 
gehele ontwikkeling. Dus in deze cellen worden vele kopieën van het ACG mRNA 
aangemaakt hetgeen het meten van ACG gedurende de gehele ontwikkeling, zowel 
in groeiende cellen als ontwikkelende cellen mogelijk maakt. Als intacte groeiende 
cellen geincubeerd worden met extracellulair cAMP tezamen met een cAMP 
fosfodiesterase inhibitor, zag ik, zoals verwacht, een lineaire productie van cAMP. 
Echter onverwachts zag ik in hongerende cellen een afgifte voor korte duur van 
cAMP, hetgeen op een kortstondige activatie van ACG duidt. Deze ‘transiente’ 
activatie van ACG vertoont sterke gelijkenis met hoe ACA geactiveerd wordt middels 
de cAMP receptor. Voorts toon ik aan dat ook ACG geactiveerd wordt door cARs 
maar niet middels de heterotrimere G-eiwitten. Aangezien ACG in het achterste deel 
van de slak tot expressie wordt gebracht is het zeer waarschijnlijk dat dit het lang 
gezochte cyclase is dat verantwoordelijk is voor de productie van de cAMP golven in 
het achterste gedeelte van de slak. Hiervoor is echter nader onderzoek nodig.  
 Extracellulaire cAMP prikkeling van de cAMP receptor veroorzaakt ook de 
activering van de nauw verwante guanylyl cyclasen. Deze typen cyclasen 
produceren cGMP, een enigszins ander cyclisch nucleotide, dat een rol speelt bij 
chemotaxis. In Hoofdstuk 5 vond ik een potentieel nieuwe rol voor cGMP. Ik beschrijf 
experimenten die aantonen dat veranderingen in de expressie van het PdeD gen, 
een intracellulair fosfodiesterase, dat intracellulaire cGMP afbreekt, de expressie van 
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